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E NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
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YEAR

N

SANTA EE, N. M., THURSDAY

ed the atrocious murder of Bailie Hat- ton near Los Tanos, Guadalupe coun
SNOW
REAL FIGHT
One-haty, last September.
of
bliiody sliirt has been found near the
scene of the murder. It was conceal
COURT ed under a rock, and It has been IdenES
tified a having belonged to a certain
suspect, One of the trails leads to an
of the territorial Insane asy
It Reverses Jugdment in Cri- Inmate
Extin Congressman N. Longworth
lum, and the other, to a man who has Rain in the Valleys
loft the territory, and for whom requi
minal Case From Rio
Fierce Forest
Announces Himself as an
guishes
sition papers have been Issued. The
Arriba County
Fires
,
mounted police will not leave a stone
Opponent of Uncle Joe
unlmned to gather evidence to con
vict the guilty felon.
WATER BOARD
IN . SESSION
DEAD THE
Governor MANY BRAVEJIGHTERS
afternoon,
VIEW
yesterday
ADMINISTRATION
Mills appointed the following notaries
public: Edward Hoering and Marlon
Mounted Police on Trail of Hat-to- n C. Splcer, both of Clovls, Curry
Storm Extended Over Area of Speaker Gets Back With State

nr

AUGUST 25 1910,

NO 22
SANTA

PUIS

FE'8 CLIMATE
SAVED

E.

SUPREME

HIS LIFE.

LITTLE SIANOARO

R. Stafford, Here From

Phoenix,
Years After Physi

Has Lived 31
cians Gave Him But

90

Days.

OlffliPANY

E. R. Stafford, a graduate of West

Point, and the representative of lain
mining Interests In Arizona, is back Incorporation Papers Filed
in Santa Fe where he came 31 years
Today by San Juan
ago with the prospect of living Just
90 days.
But the unrivalled climate
County Corporation
saved his lungs and today he is a
man
and he has been tor
vigorous
HELD MANY IMPQRTANT POSTS over a
BRIEF
SESSION OF COURT
quarter of a century.
"I spent fifteen years in New Mexi
co, be said today, "and was at one
Came to Santa Fe in 1876 and time I. S. deputy surveyor. I shall County Teacher'
Murder Suspects and
One Hundred Square
ment in Which he Uses Ugly
always love New Mexico and espe
Was U.S. Attorney
Maintain Fine Record for
Make Important Arrests
Miles.
cially Its capital because of what It
Word of Coward.
in 1889.
STRANGE
FREAK OF
Attendance.
did for me when I was not expected
LIGHTNING
AT CLOUDCROFT,
to live more than three months."
Territorial Traveling Auditor C. V.
18.
Missoula, Mont,, Aug. 24. A heavy
the
Reflecting
Beverly, Aug.
Seated In flils library at his home
Mr. Stafford ts with the Arizona
Governor Mills today appointed
Safford today received the following
In the mountains
and views of the administration, It Is gen near the Cathedral and
Set Bed on Fire on Which Girl Was fall of snow
apparently In Paclfio Copper Company as manager Samuel A. Frey of Leopold, Grant
additional tux rollu: Santa Fe county,
rain in the valleys have done much erally believed. Representative Nich
and
also
the
Interrepresents
Sleeping But She Escaped
mining
excellent health, Attorney Eugene A.
county, and Orle L. Phillips of French,
total assessment (2,386,205; Socorro
ests of the Eastern and Western Lum- Colfax
towards bringing the forest fires un olas Longworth of Ohio, today gave Flake
Serious Injury,
county, notaries public.
died suddenly of apoplexy ber
(2,495,627
county, total assessment
Company. He was a native of
der subjection. The storms extended out the statement In which be says
Incorporation.
4
o'clock
after
after
Rio Arriba county, total assessment
shortly
Saturday
Decatur, 111., and went through West
Cloudcroft, N. M., Aug. 24. During over an area of 100 square miles, go he will never support Speaker Can
Incorporation papers were Hied to
11,188,902.
non again and that he does not believe noon. Mr. Flske had gone down town Po!nt but did not get a commission day by tfhe Little Standard Oil and
a severe electric storm Monday night
ing as far east sb Helena and taking that Cannon ever can be
Supreme Court
to get some fruit about S o'clock and as soon as he expected and was told Land Company of Farmlngton, San
lightning struck the top of a big In
the Couer d'Alene district where This Is regarded as the actual beginIn the territorial supreme court to- conld not live Juan county. The capitalization
Is
spruce tree near Oliarles Stevens' cotthe news of his death was a shock by physicians that he
4
long any way. He came out to New 1100,000 divided Into 100,000 shares.
day, one opinion, the twenty-thirning of the real fight on Cannon.
of the electric charge the flies have been fierce.
tage
and,
part
who
seen
his
friends
to
had
many
Mexico and made such Improvement The
thus far, was handed down. It was
Is
Sarcastic.
Cannon
and
went
directors
stove
the
Incorporators
down
are:
All Rangers Safe
deflecting,
pipe
him walking In the plaza only a few that he was able to do work as a civil P. C.
In the case of the Territory of New Into the room of Miss
18
Speaker minutes
Danville, 111., kug.
Mattox, 98,997 shares; W. C.
Wiegant and
before.
Wallace, Idaho, Aug. 24. All men
engineer. In 1892 he was made en' Mattox 1,000 shares; T. J.
Mexico, appellee, vs. Ileynel Garcia straight
Cannon, when shown the dispatch
through the bed on which on the list of
Skaggs,
Mr. Flske was 64 years of age and Slneer for the Wilson
government foresters from Beverly, regarding Longworth's
appellant, from Rio Arriba county. she was sleeping.
Waddlngham Frank E. Nickel and E. W. Mack, each
had lived more than half of his life in Interests. Mr. Waddlngham,
The opinion Is written by Associate
who was 1 share, and all of
Holes the size of a small pencil employed in Idaho have reported to statement said: "Mr. Cannon declines Santa Fe
being prominently identified the father of Mrs. William J. Mills, C. Mattox is named Farmlngton. P.
Justice Ira A. Abbott and reverses the were bored through the blanket and (he supervisor or are known to be to answer any Btatement which Mr.
the New Mexico
Its
affairs.
with
safe.
wife of the present governor of New
lower court remanding the case
Nicholas Longworth may or may not
agent.
heavy mattress and comforts on top
He leaves a widow, three sons, Rog Mexico owned vast land
Miners Perished.
new trial, Reynel Garcia was tried of the bed, and the
In the
It. I do not
Eight
until
made
be
grants
have
lees
was
set
8upreme Court,
bedding
Wallace, Aug. 24. All rangers are answer any statements which I be- ers, Eugene and Wallace, and one territory. Mr. Stafford says he was
and convicted In the first Judicial dis on fire. Mrs. Stevens Baw a bluish
The territorial supreme court mere
Norma Flske. He also impressed with the
trict court for Rio Arriba county
feasibility of erect- ly met and adjourned this forenoon,
flame in the girl's room and ran In known to be safe with the exception lieve to be fakes that mlschievious daughter,
of Joseph P. Halra, deputy ranger who partloB make. It 1b time enough for leaves a daughter by a former mar- ing what is now the Elephant Butte
an assault with Intent to murder his and
devoting the rest of the day to the
extinguished the burning bed
wife Teresa Lobato de Garcia. The clothes with her bare hands but was has performed excellent work and me to answer the President of the riage, Miss Lulu Flske, of Morlarty, dam because he saw that such a pro- discussion ot opinions several of
was last seen with his crew north of United States if me nas any statement N. M
would
all
bethe
ject
Irrigate
syllabus says: "The protection against uninjured.
which may be handed down tomorrow.
valley
When she first saw the
The funeral took place this after- low Las Cruces and even to El Paso.
needless humiliation
through ques bed It seemed to be covered with a the Big Fork of the Coeur d'Alene to make on the Republicanism of the
Cases Nos. 1346 and 1356, the A. T.
river In the district that burned over
noon, the Masons having charge of the But the project then was declared Imtions put In cross examination which thin sheet of blue flame like
S. F. Railway Company, appellant,
of
House
the
of
RepresentaSpeaker
sulphur.
ceremonies
at
and
the
Fiske
residence
courts should extend to witnesses tes No
practicable. "I do think I was 15 vs. Citizens' Traction and Power Comwas done to the house and Saturday night.
tives, when he makes that statement the G. A. R. at the
damage
Interment
grave.
Edward C. Pulaski onder his own hand.-- I will not fight
years ahead of the time," Mr. Stafford pany, appellee, was set for August 29.
tifying before them should not
nobody was hurt, but the shock was of Deputy Ranger
said, smiling.
Wallace, whose name has been fre windmills fanned bf breezes blown was In the National cemetery.
carried so far as to exclude questions felt by all In the
Arrest By Mounted Police.
houses
the
Mr. Stafford says Arizona is forg
The
representing
mentioned
In
pallbearers,
for
as to facts clearly affecting the credi and a shower of surrounding
quently
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena ar
bravery
from the lungs of political or personal
chips and pine cones
the
Mexico
Masons
and
the
New
on
lies
ahead
hosIn
fires
at
cot
rate
a
bar,
witness
a
as
which
ing
of
fighting
a
the
great
rested
bility
testimony
Vicente Trujlllo at Roclada,
capi
enemies or cowards!"
fell on the roofs.
A. R. were:
Colonel George W. talists feel secure In putting money San Miguel county, for
In one eye and severely
has given on the direct examination
A remarkable detail of the young pital blinded
Sherman Reconciled to Cannon' Re G.
horsestealing.
burned on face and on hands. A party
J. W. Mayes, Norman L. In the gold and copper mines. He Trujlllo lhas served a term in the
When conviction of a criminal offense woman's
Prlchard,
tirement.
terrifying experience waB the of
S. Spitz, Judge John R. McFle admitted that Phoenix, the
are
Is shown, in accordance with the proroad
from
rangers
the
opening
re
King,
has
18.
been
capital,
It
Beverly, Aug.
bending and twisting of two metal the Bullion mine to
has not the climatic advantages the
Wallace In order garded as significant that Longworth and Jacob Weltmer.
visions of Section 3025, C. L. 1897, to hair
County Institutes.
pins In her hair as the bolt went that the bodies of
men who per- has been called Into all the recent
affect the credit of a witness, such
Undertakers Mulligan and Rising year round of New Mexico's capital.
Four county Institutes close this
eight
was
not
Inch
She
four
through.
lying
118
mine
ished
at
in
the
it
not
for
to
the
is
the
the shade there week, those of Colfax, San Juan, Tor
conviction must stand as a fact
arangements
"Why
may be brought
He had charge of
conferences of the President.
es from the place where the clean
Wallace for burial.
open to explanation by the witness.' hole was bored
was present yesterday when Sherman funeral which was largely attended. now," be said. "But we have other rance and Otero counties. The fine
the bed
to
In
Loss of Life Exaggerated.
Mr.
live
In the hot record of attendance set by Institutes
This afternoon the case of the Ter The crash soundedthrough
Flske's
Arizona
places
Career,
It
and the President talked together.
like a bursting
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 24. Fifty-fou- r was reported then that a statement
Eugene Allen Flske, one of the not- weather and Prescott Is one of them." held earlier was fully maintained, but
ritory of New Mexico, appellee, vs bomb.
Mr. Stafford has been on a fishing nevertheless, it is
R. H. Pierce, appellant, was submit
persons are known to have per- averse to Cannon was being prepared ed lawyers of New Mexico, was a naanticipated that
ished In the forest fires In Idaho, Mon- In
ted to the court on briefs. The case
close to the administra- tive of New Hampshire and was edu- trip in New Mexico and thus escapes the demand for qualified teachers will
quarters
GOVERNOR
IGNORES
PARTY
tana
and Washington. A government
was brought up from Bernalillo coun
cated in that state and Massachusetts. the tropical oppressiveness ot bis be greater than the supply.
PLATFORM DEMANDS. crew working on the Big Fork of the tion and also Intimated that Sherman He served In the Union army In tHe city at this season.
Water Board Adjourns.
ty, but the defendant, who bad been
wlho like Longworth, always has been
was mustered out as
Coeur
has
d'Alene
river
It
been
the
territorial asy
The territorial board of water com
lost,
superintendent of
supporter of Cannon, had become Civil War and
lum for the blind at Alamogordo He Is Not In Sympathy With Rank Is feared, and some government rang- reconciled to the fact that Cannon a lieutenant of the Eighth United RINGLAND BACK FROM CONmissioners adjourned yesterday after
and File and Calls Another
ers in Montana, brave and resource- must
FERENCE WITH GRAVES. noon without transacting any business
Volunteers.
stands charged with an atrocious atgo. It may be of further signifi States
ful men, are still in the woods, but cance that
Special Session,
After the war he was graduated
until after September 6, at the call
tack upon one of his wards while at
Longworth Is going to
there Is no warrant for the reports of
the Albuquerque fair.
of the president ot the board.
on Saturday to spend sev from the law department of the Co- Met Chief Forester and RepresentaBay
Oyster
own
I
20.
On
his
he loss of hundreds of lives.
Austin, Texas, Aug.
tive Robert Parsons at Grand
of Washington,
In case No. 1334, Charles Melenl
Col- lumbian University
eral days with his father-in-lawill
Governor
htm
Campbell
D. C. President Grant appointed
and J, D. Eakln, appellants, vs. Alex admission,
OPENING OF DEMING
Canon, Ariz.
Washington Free From Fires.
i ,
onel Roosevelt.
ot the division of private land
SCHOOLS ON 8EPT. S.
Spokane, Aug. 24. Washington may
Frelge & Bros., appellees, the remit not stand by the platform demands of
Longworth's statement in part fol chief
and
con
land
state
A.
the
Democratic
District
Galveston
be
office,
taken
from
C.
Forester
the
in
list
claims
of
the
decision
general
titur having been filed, the"
Rlngland
lows: "I made up 'my mind before
to
in
a
states.
was
the
Several
on
he
made
vention.
assistant
secretary
his
saved
ago
to
Three
New
was
affirmed.
Teacher
Clayton
city
way
the
court
today
lower
subsequently
days
yesterday
of
Appear on the
the adjournment of the last session of
Roster Duplicate Plans for
In cases Nos. 1236 and 1298, motions statement to the effect that he knew affei flw' flames reached ihe edge of CongreBa tnat Mr. Cannon could not the President to sign patents for Antonito where he has some forestry
"
matters to look after. Mr. Rineland
The all about the platform on which he the town, the new part where six be relected and' my opinion has lands.
New Building.
for s rehearing was overruled.
in nas just returned from the Grand
In 1876 Ihe resigned his office
criois are Emilia M. Perea, appellee, was elected and that the new one did persons perished, is out of danger and been strengthened since through cor
Demlng, N. M., Aug. 23. The Dom
Fe
to
towns
Santa
came
and
various
small
Canon, Arizona, where he had a con ing public schools will open SeptemComthat were fight respondence and talks with my col- Washington
not bother him much. The Demo
vs. The State Life Insurance
won the victory.
he engaged in the practice of ference with Chief Forester Graves. ber 6th, Tuesday, Monday, the 5th
The
pany of Indianapolis, Indiana, appel- cratic party Is now finding out that he ing the fires
leagues. I am not referring to tfhoss where
Mr.
on
fires
Graves accompanied by Repre- being Labor day and consequently s
Colvllle
the
of
very
number
are
and
reservation
of
a
Import
had
of
the
who openly opposed htm In the past, law
lant, decided In favor of the appellee, Is as good as bis word. One
sentative Robert Parsons of New legal holiday. The secretary of the
from Sandoval county, and Territory planks In the Galveston platform call minor Importance.
but those who, like myself, have sup- ant cases.
In 1886 he assisted in the organi York, made the trip from Utah to the school board, Dr. P. M. Steed, gives
Twenty Suffocated and Charred.
of New Mexico, appellee, vs. Thomas ed upon the legislature, now convened
ported him. I have a genuine affeo-tlo- n
Asso- canon and saw some pretty rough the
Avery, Idaho, Aug. 24 The bodies
M. Harwood, appellant,
In special session, to transact the bus
following roster of teachers for
for Mr. Cannon as a man and zation of the New Mexico Bar
Cases Nos. 1332, 1317 and 1282 were iness It had been called together for, of twenty employes of the United the highest respect of his splendid ciation, was its treasurer for the country. At the canon Mr. Parsons the ensuing term: J. F. Doderer, su
Its
was
met by Mrs. Parsons who re perintendent; Mrs. Mary Gibbs, high
presi
areued and submitted. They are and go home. To this Governor Camp- States forest service were found with- fighting qualities. I have supported succeeding ten years, and
A. Davidson,
. GeorzA
plaintiff, Etta bell and a majority of the members of in a radius of one mile on Setzer him five times for the speakership but dent In 1901. In 18S9 President Har cently visited Santa Fe and who rode school principal; Miss Jennie Nlchol,
S.
Horseback
to Taos.
U.
him
creek
attorney
assistant principal;
yesterday by searching parties I cannot do so again. I want it un rison appointed
Miss Waddlck,
Owens, et al., defendants, appellants, the Btate legislative bodies took excep
mr. Kingiana expected to have a teacher of seventh and eighth
vs. Citizens' National Bank of Ros- tion, and now, just to show that Aus- headed by Deputy Sheriff Charles J. derstood that I say this solely on my for New Mexico, which office he held
grades;
1893.
Edward
Is
talk
and
with
Bassett.
the
Sullivan,
It
chief
lengthy
until
Miss
forester
Amarlllo
sixth
September,
Ede,
own responsibility
grade; Miss Mary
well, defendant, appellee.
and not on the
tin haB a will of Its own, another specone
tfhia
of
the
but
was
was
other
be
that
bodies
will
Fiske
Mr.
organizers
F.
expected
as
vs.
the
chief
J.
Impossible
fourth
Miss
Kelley,
Iverson,
Hardware Co., appellant,
grade;
of any one else."
ial session has been called. The first
when the trail is opened to suggestion
Board of Trade and received telegrams from Washington third grade; Miss Bonham, second
McMurray, appellee. J. M. Cowles, session was provided for the purpose found
Taft and Sherman Behind Movement. of the Santa Fe
so that more searchers can be
vice president and direc- changing his plans. Returning east grade (American);
was
Avery,
attorney,
Miss
Smith,
J.
vs.
J.
appel
priHagerman,
18.
appellant,
Longof readjusting the fire rating laws of sent out. It was known that a
Beverly, Mass., Aug.
party worth felt It his duty to Inform his tor of the Second National bank of by way of Albuquerque the chief for- mary department; Miss Luclle Holt,
lee, Annie O. Hagerman and Herbert the state and the one proposed will
the
founHe
ester
In
of
forest
assisted
rangers and guards had been constituents of his attitude in view of New Mexico.
exchanged greetings with Sec- overflow grade composed of students
J. Hagerman, administrators of the go Into the matter of penitentiary
In camp and fighting fires on Setzer
dation of Hie University of New Mex- retary Hitchcock from the rear plat- from the fourth and seventh grades;
in his
annellee. being substituted
the announcement of Cannon that
the
first
form
of
'
was
and
and
a
creek
the train.
column
of
the
of
flying
ico
organizer
Miss Kaiser and Miss Toung, Mexi
nlflCA.
eight
to
The Galveston convention expressed men was made up here to seek them. will be a candidate for
What are you doing out here?" can grades; Miss Gertrude Webb, kin
gas company in New Mexico, at Santa
Assistant Attorney General Harry Itself as
He
said
hesitates
he
the
sessions
speakership.
to special
com- shouted Mr. Hitchcock with a
opposed
the
The
unfortunates
of
had
died
and
where
gas
E.
of
subsequently
death
they
Fe,
the
announced
grin.
S. Clancy
dergarten; Miss Seymore, music and
on extraordinary occasions and fell of suffocation and the bodies were about giving out a statement here or
Just seeing the landscape." re elocution. The new teachers are
pany at Las Vegas.
A. Flske, yesterday afternoon, and the except
Cin
home
to
returned
to
until
he
wait
because
In
the
question
charred beyond recognition. No trace
plank
In masonry he had taken the Sco- plied Mr. Graves, "and what are you Miss Jennie B. Nlchol, of Hixon,
court adjourned for Uhe day In his dopted
the legislature failed to confine Itself remains of the rangers' camp. All the cinnati. The fact that the statement ttish Rite degrees, was a Knight Temp- doing, Mr. Secretary?"
Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Glbbs, of Santa
memory.
Is taken as Indi
here
out
was
and
fire
matter
given
to
attempt
the
in
On my way to kill bears," replied Barbara, Calif.; Miss Luclle Holt of
fish
the
were
rating
creek
killed by the
lar and also a member of the military
Board of Water Commissioners.
r
President Taft and Vice- order of the Loyal Legion.
that
to
number
of
cating
a
ed
the
heat.
pass
secretary, with another grin seam Bellevue, Mich., daughter of W. E.
The board of water commissioners
President Sherman are behind the
More Fire Fighters Dead.
Speaking of him a well known writ- ing his countenance.
Holt, editor of the Graphic. Misses
met this afternoon In the office of traffic laws,
er said: "Mr. Flske was one of the Mr. Rlngland expressed alarm at the Young and Kaiser have been living
Avery, Idaho ,Aug. 24. Two Japa- movement to eliminate Cannon
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
MILLS WILL
nese railroad laborers emerged from
lawyers longest In active practice In forest fires which have raged for in Luna county, but this Is Mieir first
livan, to consider the three appeals GOVERNOR
ADDRESS YOUNG MEN'S CLUB. the woods near Avery last severely DEATH OF DOCTOR MARTIN
the Territory of New Mexico and was some days and said that the forest- year in the Demlng schools.
In the Important applications for the
ESPANOLA.
MURPHY
OF
S.
employed in some of the most Impor- ers dreaded to look at the monthly
burned, and stated that they are the
Duplicate plans are being drawn by
witters of the Rio Lucero In Taos
A. B. Renehan only survivors of a
tant litigation before the local courts, bulletins announcing deaths among .Messrs. Troost & Troost for submis
party ot 12 en- Succumbed to a
county, the appellants being the Taos Colonel Prlchard and
at
Pros
Will
to
Hemorrhage
Also
and with the United States govern- the rangers. The dispatches received sion to contractors who wish to bid
Republicans
Speak
gaged In fighting forest fires In an efValley Land Company, Malaqulas MarTomorrow Night
pect Sanitarium, Des Moines,
ment as his client won more cases this afternoon, however, will allay the on the construction work of the new
fort to save the property of their emtines et al., and H. F. Robinson for
Iowa.
tlhan all his predecessors conimnea unmet roresters tears in tnis re- - high school building. Until the new
the Pueblo Indians of the pueblo of
ployers, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Died at Prospect Park Sanitarium, slnce the organization
of the terri gnrd.
Governor Mills has accepted the In Puget Sound railway, the others havbuilding is completed, the overflow
Taos. Other appeals to be taken up
on
July 24, 1910, tory. His conduct as a citizen, like
grade and the sixth grade will be
of J. E. vitation of the Young Men's Republi ing been burned to death. Four negro Des Moines, Iowa,
are In the applications
S.
Doctor Martin
Murphy of Espanola, his professional career, had gained LARGE VOLUME OF WATER
taught In the Christian church.
M heeler of Liberty for the Westwnt'er can Club to deliver an address to the soldiers of Company
'G," 25th infan- Rio Arriba
county, aged 41 years. Doc him the esteem which belongs to the
The teaching corps consists this
FLOWING TO WA8TE IN PECOS.
arroyo In San Juan county, the pro- club tomorrow night at Republican try, who went Into the woods to fight
In
near
was
tor
bora
the
Rosevllle,
worker
Include
and
as against
Murphy
honest
year of fifteen teachers,
vigorous
tectant being Robert S. Smith. Also headquarters. Other speakers
the fire last week and have not since
a
moved
child
with
and
and
when
civic
W.
At
to
Illinois,
arena
and
of
thirteen
Colonel
Prlchard
last year, and as against
broad
The New Mexican.
professional
George
Special
the Farmers' Development Company,
to
are
believed
been
heard
also
from,
B. Renehan.
parents to Red Oak, Iowa, where affairs."
(Ills
Fort Sumner N. M Aug. 22. Fort eight teachers four years ago when
Springer, Colfax county, case, for torney A.
, ,
wihnnd tind vouth were nasscd.
The club will then be formally or nae pensnca.
Iu politics Mr. Flske was a Repub Sumner has seen another twenty-tou- r
Prof. Doderer took charge, of the
waters of the Rayado.
ter
8carceF,,!
JJfF
When a young man he went to Wash- lican and did valuable service for his hour waste of flood waters. The river schools as superintendent.
Chairman
ganized and Temporary
Territorial Engineer's Office.
24.-F- orest
Calif.,
Redding
Aug.
in
J. A. Mahoney, Dr. P. M. Steed, and
reached Its helghest point and poured
The office of the territorial engin- Charles Fairfield and members of the fire near Minerville, Trinity county, lngtoni D, c., wnere he graduated Cal- - party In Its campaigns.
member of
medlcme. He was
eer Is compiling the second annual bi- committees appointed Monday night nas approacnea to witnin five and
past here an amount of water large M. M. Killinger compose tho present
and
church
of
that
at
to
of directors for the Demlng dis
board
a
city,
KENTUCKY FEUDIST
aVary Baptist
large
get
ennial report of the office which will are hard at work
enough to Irrigate thousands and thou
half miles and has burned Its way into was respected by all who knew him
GETS HIS DUE. sands of acres. When the Pecos wa- trict.
contain many valuable data. The of- tendance at tomorrow night's meet a belt of magnificent timber.
Everywhere and elsewhere for his sterling
fice has received the following bonds ing.
d
man in Lewiston has been 'uprightness of character. A little John Abner, Partisan of Hargis Gang ter tangles are straightened and one MORE CHINKS TO
The need of a young men's Repub
of the big enterprises to which Fort
with applications for water rights:
to
the
dratted
forest
aid
rangers to more than seven years ago, failing
BE DEPORTED,
In San- Is Shot and Killed at Night In
Sumner looks with certainty of ultiImprovement Company lican club has been recognized
Alamogordo
fight the flames. Two other fires are health compelled ftiim to move to
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 21. That
now
the
for
time
Is
Jackson,
Fe
and
the
H.
S.
Is completed, this
waters
mate
of La Luz, $2,000;
for
possession
Is
which
he
in
a
Mexico
New
built
do almost any
will
where
some Chinamen
up
Trinity county,
large
Brown of Raton, $250; Thomas L. Lof-tu- young men to show that Interest that raging
place will be the center of an Irrigated
settled and there Is difficulty practice in medicine. Doctor Murphy
Jackson, Ky., Aug. 23. John Ab- area that will support a fine
thing to gain admission into this
of Durango, Colorado, $8,000; E. will make the club a success," auld sparcely
city.
In securing men to fight fires.
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hold sway, fewer than three farmers are divorced branch of the government. As the the dhalr and to the majority
to make
The constitution having provided for ry, Hon. H. O. Bursum, Judge McFie, which the Republicans
concerned. Another step In advance
expect that you are going
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every
are
top,
are
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I
others.
host
of
will.
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where
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Snectator points
they
constitution here. I hope you
the 'recall' representative democracy and
would be the casting of votes during
latest proscribed leaders, wiho crtc organization always uses the striking Instance ot the influence ot stated by Judge Mann, of Albuquer- a rnntnat hv ballot, instead of being
am going to do the best I can to help would be a thing of the past.
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speak:
and sheep, a feature ot sania
don't load yourselves down and your having a constitution
goats
the
of
at the very bottom of the list.
Hon. Solomon Luna.
like constitution with the 'initiative ana
"We have received a copy
the abolition of the courts. As sug-- Fe primaries that always strikes the
future down with restrictions
of
per cent of all
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proceedings of the recent meeting
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those which are In the Oklahoma
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visitor as ludicrous. There are often
central
before
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the parties fjcaLcu
Hon. Jan Van Houten.
the Eddy county Democratic
not any crank or dissatisfied person reasons, why a businessman, finds it
making that read like a long sort of bulwark for'public safety it is
the
married
been
a
About
twelvemonth;
have
Hon. W. H. Andrews.
committee at Carlsbad.
have the liberty to Btart a petition to be his financial loss, to stand up
list of 'Statutes instead of a funda- In force and effect only uniu us pi- con- while thirty-eigh- t
Hon. A. B. Fall.
per cent have been nntnatino- nirninst. a court decision with one side or other, and" therefore
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decis
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of
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direct
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by various laws put through by
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control
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complete
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them
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not
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INJU8TICE TO THE INDIAN.
The tenure by which the Puoblo In
dians hold their laud is unjust to
them as Individuals; It has reiaraeo
their advancement; It has prevented
them from assuming their rightful
commonplace as citizens of the
wealth; It has kept thorn out of the
trades, out of business; out of posi
tions; it has kept them Immature,
stubborn children who oppose every
mmerlnl Improvement and fear every
change In Hhetr status. Endowed by
" of Jokers as- -as might be
rnture, by law and by circumstance,
Women's
Federation of
with advantages far above those pos- - , " ana terrnury ui
sessed by the average native resident
the
are banded together ing the case
at !he time of the annexation, yet
bethey have fallen fnr behind, Just
kind
what
more explicit in
g
cause of Undo 8iim'B unnecessary.

CONGRESS WOMEN IN WAR ON TUBERCU- AND
PRESIDENT
WOULD NEVER APPROVE.
What women have' done in the last
Tho Albuoueraue Journal atlll In
four
years In the campaign against
was
"Jus'
Taft
President
sists that
k.
i. rH.a-or- i i in inter- when ho warned the Terri
the Na- tories to adopt a safe and sane con- - estlng report Issuedfortoday by
the Study and
atitniinn. and that Congress nut in the tional Association
of Tuberculosis.
..rnvieinn for a review of the work of
Four years ago the only active wo- tt;e constitutional convention, merely
men workers In the antituberculosis
to fill a page of the congressional
of about
were a litt.e gBut the Arizona
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THE MINORITY BOSS US?
As one is initiated further into the
ins and outs of the initiative, referendum and appendages, one learns
that there are various brands of those
aids to good government. The
Rocky Mountain, News, an ardeut
vocate of these social stlc features,
among
discriminates, for totance
three hi is now pending in th e
. .
bill it say.
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ITEMS OF PER80NAL
INTEREST FROM DEMINQ.

Demlng, N. M., Aug. 22.
ry Myers and Bon returned
Springs last night.
El
M. M, Dunston returned from
Mrs.
Paso yesterday
afternoon.
Dunston remained In El Paso under
care of a specialist, she having had
a very serious operation
performed
on her throat.
H. Maddox and wife, of Animas,
have been spending several days in
Deining. They left today for the
Mlmbres Hot Springs.
George Blsbee of Lone Mountain is
In Deuilng for a short stay.
E. L. Story, traffic manager of the
e
Telephone Company, Is in
town on business.
W. B. King returned today from a
fishing trip on the Gila river.
Robt. F. Duvls, business manager
of Draughon's Business College at El
Paso, is In Oemlng on business..
of Dwyer, is in
Captain Foster,
town on business.- H. A. Gallegly, of Dazey, North Da
kota, has returned to Doming looking
after his business Interests. Mr. Gnl
legly will move his family here in
November and begin the development
of his land lying south of Demlng.
T. W. Webb, brother of A. P. Webb,
Is visiting In Demlng. He will return
to his home in Globe, Arizona, in a
few days.
W. Hope Patterson returned from
Kansas City.
J. A. Slhipley, of Silver City, is in
Demlng on business.
Misses Ida Wright and Elisabeth
Kerr returned from Silver City yesterday.
Thomas Hall and family returned
to Nutt station this morning.
Mrs. L. O. Danse arrived In Demlng
from Tusas, N. M., yesterday.
from
returned
W. W. Crawford
Cambray where be has been engaged
in building a house for Hal Kerr.
The little baby of Mr. and Mrs.
Perry who live up the Mlmbres, died
yesterday and was buried here this
morning.
A. J. Huxtable and Lewis Jones returned from Nutt where they attended a picnic.
J. N. Hoy of El Paso, passed through
Demlng en route to Silver City. Mr.
Hoy was formerly operator for the
Santa Fe at Demlng.
The 800 class of engines now used
by She Santa Fe is hauling about
double the tonnage into Demlng that
the smaller engines hauled.
Wm. Hitchcock, master mechanic of
the Santa Fe, of San Marclal, Is In
Demlng on business.
P. J. Powers, foreman of the Demlng Santa Fe shops, went to Whitewater yesterday on business.
A large amount of material is being
hauled through Demlng to Hurley to
be used by the Chinon Copper Comof their
pany In the construction
three thousand ton mill now In
course of construction at that place.
Dr. S. D. Swope left for San Francisco to attend the convention of Pa- He will be gone
flc coast suregons.
Mrs. Henfrom

Roberts Improvement
trict Law Does Not Repeal Old Act
SALOONS

Dis-

NEAyESERVAIIONS

Statute Forbidding Them Within
Five Milei

I

The territorial supreme court adjourned at two o'clock this afternoon
to attend the funeral of the late E. A.
Fiske. Four Important opinions were
banded down this forenoon and a number of other opinions will probably be
delivered tomorrow,
Case No. 1305, Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. Wade Swift, appellant, was dismissed by appellant,
Swift, who had been convicted at Ros- well for gambling, being reprieved by
Governor Mills, the reprieve being recommended by Chief justice W. H.
Pope and District Attorney L. 0. Fallen.
"
Cases No. 1316 and 1317 were argued and submitted. They are C. J5.
Thomas, appellant, vs. C. E. Gavin,
appellee, and Amarillo Hardware Co.,
appellant, vs. J. F. McMurray, appellee.
Case No. 1292, John H. Rapp, appellant, vs. E. B. Venable, probate clerk,
etc., appellee, was affirmed in an opln- Ion by Judge John R. McFie. The appellant applied for a license to vena
liquors at retail in the town of Central,
Grant county, but was refused the license by appellee, who based his refusal on the ground that the saloon
was "within five miles of a United
and
States government sanatorium"
was not "one previously established,"
and was therefore within the inhibition of Section 2, Chapter 115, Laws
of 1905 The appellant brought suit in
mandamus. The appeal is based upon
the assertion that the act la unconstiThe Bupreme court declartutional.
ed the act constitutional.
Case No. 1295, Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. Juan Barela,
Dona Ana county, is affirmed, In an
opinion by Associate Justice Ira A.
Abbott. The appellant was sentenced
for murder. He appealed on the
exground that the term of court had
pired by limitation of If w twelve days
before his conviction and that me
trial therefore was a nullity. The
syllabus says:
A term of district court In the territory, begun and held by any judge,
as required by law, for a county, in the
district, continues in existence until
the day fixed by law for the beginning
of another term of that court for the
same county, unless sooner adjourned
without a day, although another term
of the same court for another county
In
has been held, as required by law,
the meantime, by the same or another

"case

No. 1329, The Costilla Land
and Investment Company, plaintiff
al
and appellee, vs. Robert Allen et
defendants and appellants, from Taos
apcounty, on motion to dismiss the
written
peal the court in an opinion
disW. H. Pope,
by Chief Justice
misses the appeal. The complainant
asked damages for $10,000, a decree
against
quieting title and an injunction
dethe acts and pretensions of thecourt
The
fendants as outlined.
as
ordered a preliminary Injunction the
bond but
prayed upon giving of untried.
The
case as yet remains
that
plaintiffs filed a motion allegingterms
the
the defendants had violated
court adjudgof the injunction and the
in coned eight of the defendants
and costs.
$25
fined
each
being
tempt,
this
The defendants appealed from
decision. The syllabus says:
con1
proceedings to punish for
in their
tempt are deemed criminal
nature when the purpose is primarily
punishment.
2. Where the purpose of such proor
ceeding is primarily compensation
to the opposby way of reimbursement
out of
ite party for expenses growing
is
the alleged contempt the proceeding
civil.
While the border line between
3
the' two classes of proceedings Is often
the
indistinct, the question of whether
offender Is a party to the suit, whether
dethe proceedings are before final
to the
cree and whether the fine goes
are
public or a party to the litigation
often determinative considerations.
No appeal lies In this territory
4
Is classed
from a judgment for what Marlnan v.
as a criminal contempt.
followed.
Baiter, 12 N. M. 451
pay5. An order imposing a fine,
to the
able by way of reimbursement,
of a preopposite party, for violation
liminary injunction Is an interlocutory
review
and
order in a civil proceeeding entertained
of such an order can be In connecand
only after final decreetherefrom.
tion with an appeal
apCase No. 1314, City of Roswel
appellant,
pellee, vs. Robert Ingersoll,
affirmed. The
from Chaves county,
an
city of Roswell, appellee, passed
ordinance requiring the
hla lot.
a sidewalk in front of
to enjoin
Th"
appellant brought suit said orthe appellee from enforcing that it did
dinance, upon the ground 31 of the
not conform to Chapter had been
Laws ol 1909, but that it 54 0 the
drawn pursuant to Chapter as well as
Laws of 1899. The lower
decision of the
supreme court, the
Associate Jus- latter being written by that the ac
hold
ce M C Mechem,
by mpUoa
of 1899 was not repealed of the . later
tlon through the passage of the m
act. Under this decision
of 1909
oreme court, the Roberts Law proceed-in- .
alternative
an
merely
street improvements, in cases
"ben the city council has not provided for Buch improvements,

"Pt

ten

days.

T. J. Curran passed through Demlng en route to Sliver City. Mr. Cur- ren Is connected with the Mogollon
Gold and Copper Company.
Thos. E. Milster and wife returned
today from a thirty days' trip to California.
Served as coffee, the new coffee
knnwn to erocera everywhere
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will
trick even a coffea expert. Not a
grain of real coffee in it either. Pure
healthful toasted srrains. malt, nuts,
etc., have been so cleverly blended as
to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee
taste and flavor, And it is "made In
, minute." too. No tedious 20 to 80
minutes boiling. Sold by Frank An
drews.
FOR RHODES
SCHOLARSHIP TRUST.

EXAMINATION

Businessmen

Today
corporated the Capital
Pharmacy.

In-

Governor MIUb left this noon for
Albuquerque and will return tomor
row.
Tarrltorlal Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
tmlav receive!! the following: remit
tances: Quay county 1463.80; Ward
en Cleofes Romero $24.80, convicts'
earnings.
Supreme Court.
The territorial supreme court was
not In session today having adjourn
ed yesterday until Monday.
Restocking streams.
Thioneh the efforts of Game and
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, the
streams of northern New Mexico will
be stocked with 600,000 trout fry dur
ing thn next few weeks. Two nBn
nar will arrive, one on August 24 and
the other on September 22. The first
will cover points between Banta re
and Servilleta on the D. & R. u..
tributaries of the Rio
stocking
Grande. The railroad will furnisn free
trananortation for that purpose. Ar
rangements have been made to take
the fry up the streams in tne original
cans, thus reducing the liability to ac
cidents to the fry. The second car
re-cowill carry fry to Btock the upper
a
Galllnas and other streams reach-nver the Santa Fe. The fry were
bought from the Lost Lake Hatchery
at Creede, Colo., being paid tor irom
the income of licenses issued.
Quail Multiplying.
naonit the assertion of wiseacres
tt
mmii from the southern part of
the territory could not be acclimated
in the northern part, Game and isn
Thomas P. Gable has been
eminently successful in his propogation experiments with 500 quail irom
Sierra and Luna counties brought to
Santa Fe, San Miguel and San Juan
Game Warden Gable has
counties.
heard of at least fifty broods in tttls
vicinity, five of them on the Bishop's
ranch
ranch, five of them at Fehler'a
on the Arroyo Hondo and from other
places In this section.
Incorporation.
rnnrnrtmtlnn nanerB were filed this
forenoon In the office of Territorial
soorAtnxv Nathan Jaffa by the Capital
is
The capitalization
Pharmacy.
of
$12,000 divided into 120 shares,
subscribed. The
whioh ill. son la
of
company takes over the pharmacy
Stripling, Burrows at uo., or iu ciw.
w T). Pratt is named the statutory
agent and 49 years Is given as the
term of corporate existence, me
are: W. D. Pratt, 30
shares: Frank Butts 25 stares; W. N.
J.
Townsend 10 shares; Clinton
Crandall 10 shares; Edwin F. Coard
10 shares; A. B. Renehan 5 shares;
John W. March 6 shares; J. W. Norment 5 shares; Leo Herscn 3 snares;
Sel- H. F. Stephens 2 shares; Arthur
A.
Bishop l
igman 1 share; Carl
share; Paul Wunschmann 1 share;1
a n Small 1 share: Frank Owen
share: J. B. Read 1 share; G. F. MoNltt 1 share.
Notary Publlo Appointed.
Mio
Rvlvla New of Rock Island,
a
Quay county, was today appointed
notary public by Governor miiia.

nHi

Be

ROUGH RIDERS WILL

GREET COLONEL ROOSEVELT.
nnnvnr. Colo.. Aug. 22. Rouffh Rid
ers from Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and Wyoming, as well as
all sections of Colorado, will shout
welcome to their former chief, uotonei
PnnaAvelt
when he arrives here from
Cheyenne, Wyo., next Monday. Some
of them, riding from their nomes,
have Btarted already, but a large number are taking advantage of the arrangements of General Sherman Bell,
In connection with the national
of Spanish war veterans,
then to be held in Colonel Roosevelt's

STARTED BY RATS
NIBBLING MATCHES.
San Rafael, Calif., Aug. 22. The
of
destruction
the Cypressvilla hotel
early today endangered the lives of
the gueHts who were couipelled to flee
In scanty attire.
Mrs. I. C. Bethel
rescued her two infant children from
an upper room, and Mrs, Zank carried
an unconscious babe from the second
floor of the building. In carrying a
young woman from the building, Howard Erlel Buslalned sovere burns. The
Ore was
caused by rats nibbling
matches in the laundry.
FIRE

a cough medicine, don't
got Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. There is no danger from it,
loss and relief Is sure to follow. Especially
Big assortment ot used Autos at
colds and
than half factory cost. Descriptive recommended for coughB,
list free. Auto Auction & Com. Co., whooping cough. Sold by all
1638 Glenarm, Denver.
honor.

ALBUQLIERQUE

Is Struck Governor Mills Meets
Two Fish Cars Will Arrive Governor
With Possibilities of
master General in Duke
Here During Next Few
Weeks
Development
City Yesterday

Local

Post-

In buying

be

afraid to

FROM DELIGHTFUL VISIT MORE

ASSESSMENT

RETURNS

Alamogordo, Cloudcroft, Tula- - Chaves County Now Leads in
rosa and Other Points EnterAggregate Amount Returned
for Taxation.
tain Executive.
Governor Mills had returned to his
desk this forenoon, after an absence
of three days on a visit In Otero coun
ty, which he enjoyed very much and
which impressed him greatly with the
growth and progress of Otero and
Lincoln counties. He spent Monday
at Cloudcroft where be made the op
ening address tor the Chautauqua. He
says that the new hotel, which will
have 51 rooms, will be completed by
fall nH will be a fine structure. The
Chautauqua, although this is its first
vear. la aulte a success. Tuesday was
nnent at Alamogordo. where the Blind
ABylum was visited and Inspected and
where many people cauea on me governor. In the afternoon, a trip was
mnrto to La l.ui and in the evening to
Tularosa, where Territorial Engineer
Vernon L. Sullivan was met on nis
return home. A reception was ten
dered the governor by the citizens of
Tularosa. Governor Mills was tne
guest at Tularosa of
Curry, and cannot speak too highly of
the hospitality and the prosperity of
the people in the Tularosa valley
hir-ha ealla a veritable garden spot.
In
Magnificent fruit U raised here
proaucis an
cluding such
almonds and figs. A visit to the R. S.
Connell chicken ranch, proved a revelation. Here on lees than twenty
acres, has been built up an Industry
that lout vear took in $50,000, with an
average daily output of two thousand
eggs. Governor Mills took particular
notice of the development, advanceCarrlzozo,
ment and growth of
Ancho, Corona and other points along
tho mi Paan and Southwestern railway
and admired the pumping system andof the Bonplant by which the waters
ito are carried across tne wnue mountains tn towns on the nlains. "It was
a most delightful trip," Bald Governor
Mills, "and the growth and advancement made since I last visited that
section, is nothing short of marvelous the tremendan A r VPfl AT) inkling of......
...,
.tr.
ous possibilities mat exist
. tont of this commonwealth. No
man can foretell the tremendous de
velopment that the near future win
bring."

ui

UNCLE SAM 18 INTERESTED
IN IRRIGATION EXPOSITION
Noted
Encouragement Received From
Authorities on irrigation
and Soil.
Aue. 18. The Unl
tohin
of agriculture
States
department
ted
is taking a deep interest in rae
irrii-utin- n
ExDOBitlon. Septem
.imai
ber 19, October 1, in connection with
National Irrigation
the Eighteenth
2b-JCongress, September
Dr, Samuel Fortier, chief of irrigation Investigations for the department, in writing Director Markham of
the exposition, says:
"I in In full accord with your idea
of holding an exposition during the
time of the Irrigation congress tor
nnrnnse of illustrating machines,
th
devices, plans, methods, and products
which have to do wltn tne suujeci oi
irrigation.
"The progress made along such
lines during the past few years has
been so rapid that what it considered
best this year may be substituted for
something better the year following.
"I am glad your board is going to
take the matter up, and as I intend
to be in Colorado Boon, I shall take
pleasure In calling on you to find out
if thnm is anvthlns that this office
can do In furthering your efforts."
Dr, Milton Whitney, chief of tne
bureau of soils, Is also greatly Interested, not only in the exposition but
in the congress. He writes commending the exposition, and while he
does not know that hiB bureau may
take official part In that event, he
says it is possible, and In any case,
he wants it understood that he has
deep Interest in the plans being made
and that he has now under consideration the possibility of visiting Pueblo
during the congress and exposition.
has been
Similar encouragement
received from other branches of the
department of agriculture, and there
tn
and activity
U great interest
two
the
Washington concerning
great events at Pueblo next fall. The
attendance on the part of the government officials and attaches promises
to be larger than In previous sessions of the Irrigation congress.

rn..

No. 4 for Women." It tells ot Dr.
Weak women should read my "Book
Shoop's Night Cure. Tells how these
soothing, healing, antiseptic suppositories, bring quick and certain help.
The Book is free. Address Dr. Shoop,
itaclne, Ws. Sold by TOie Capital

Pharmacy.
FRAUDS IN
NEBRASKA PRIMARIES.

DEMOCRATIC

Shallenberger, Defeated By Whisky
Element By Only 200 Plurality-W- ill
Contest,
Omaha, Aug. 22. On the face of the
returns from the Democratic statewide primaries which are nearly comDahl-maplete In unofficial form, Mayor
has won the gubernatorial nomination by loss than 200 majority over
The anGovernor Shnllenborgcr.
nouncement Is made that should the
official returns corroborate these figures, Shallenberger will contest the
nomination in the courts. He charges
fraud In voting In Omaha which city
gave Dahlman nearly 6,000 majority.

AS A

Son of Captain Stoughton Cooley
Early Days of 8teamboatlng

Mills

PROPAGATING QUAIL IN NORTH BACK

TO TWAIN

CHRONICLER OF ROMANCE.

AT

ALONUHE LINE

M08T SUCCESSFUL FAIR IN
HISTORY OF NEW MEXICO.
Held at University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, on October
25 and 26.
Albuquerque Will Draw Big Crowds
During Week Beginning
NoOctober 3, 1910.
Albiioueraue. N. M., Aug. 19.
tlr-Is herebv riven that the dates of
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 18. The
ReTuesday the 25th and Wednesday the 30th annual New Mexico Fair and
26th of October have been fixed for sources Exposition Is now under way
and the In
holding the next qualifying examina with a dash and a swing,
the
tion for the Rhodes Scholarships at dications are that the six days of
3 to
8, will be
the various centers throughout the fair, from October
events.
crammed full of interesting
United States.
for
The examination for the scholarship Attractions bto being contracted
of
reservations
for the Territory of New Mexico will daily; requests for
the exhibit halls are many
take place In the Administration build-i- n space In
to the most
e of the University of the Territory and everything points
fair in the history of New
at Albuquerque on the dates specified. successful
Mexico.
The baseball tournament is
All intending candidates are request- to
be one of big features of the fair,
ed to communicate with the chairman and baseball fans are assured
that
nl the committee of selection. Under
they will see some splendid exhibia recent ruling of the University tions
numA
of the national sport.
of Oxford, candidates are eligible for ber of teams will be In the race for
o Bcholarshin If thev have passed tne
and all of them will have
the
in somemoney
Rhodes qualifying examination
favorite players from the differLatin and Mathematics: but that in ent
leagues to assist them In the diorder to secure full exemption from rection of first place. Parker's CarDeen
hitherto
have
responslons they
nival Company, with fifteen big and
s
obliged to pass In Greek at the reBpon-sionattractive shows, will be one of the
o
examination In Oxford. By a
popular places with tOie fair visitors.
of the University lately promul
The. Parker people have a splendid
gated, however, it is now possible for aggregation of attractions, and alto
a candlaate who may have passed in gether have a clean cut line of en
Latin and mathematics, but not in tertainment.
The livestock Show,
Greek, to remove the Greek condition the dog show; and the poultry show
some
at
In
that subject
are all receiving their share of attenby passing
subsequent Rhodes qualifying exami tion at fair headquarters, and all of
them will be In perfect alignment for
nation In this country.
the opening day.
e. McQueen gray,
Will

ALL

GROWTH

T

RIFLE TEAM AT

of

PERRY

Turni Author.

St. 1.oiiIb, Aug. 23. A successor to
Mark Twain as chronicler of the romance of steamboattng up and down
the Mississippi and the Ohio and
their tributaries has been found in
Stoughton Cooley, one of the family
of Cooleya who have spent their lives
on the river. Incidentally "the oldest
steamboat man In active service" on
the Mississippi has been found bis
mother now 85 who gave birth to and
reared a family of 10, and still spends
most of her time riding up and down
the Mississippi on heir son's boat.
In a novel, "The Captain of the
Amaryllis," this Stoughton Cooley,
on of Captain Stoughton Cooley, has
added practically the first fresh chapters about the river to those written
years ago by Mark Twain. He lhas
told the story of river men's
lives
with fidelity in a romance.
The Cooleys seemed to take to the
water like the proverbial ducks.
Stoughton Cooley, Sr., was scarcely
twenty-threwhen In 1845 he embark
ed in a small natboat on the Ohio
river, taking with him his young wife
and Infant son, together with a cargo
of carriages that he had made. He
was a fine workman and might have
achieved the fortune of the Stude-baker- s
had he continued at his trade;
but he no sooner bad a small stock
on hand than he loaded them on a
boat and floated down the river to
sell them. And never again was he
rree from the wanderlust;
never
could he stop his ears to the call of
the river. Flatboatlng In those days
was an Important branch of industry,
and many people spent their lives in
floating south on the Ohio and Mis
sissippi rivers with produce selling
the boat for lumber at tbe end of the
trip and returning north by steam

Tomorrow and Saturday Will
Be Devoted to Preliminary Work.
GOOD

R0ADSJNJL1TERQ

COUNH

New Mexico Educational Association Will Meet at Las

Vegas.

The session of the territorial suGovernor Mills returned tat eveupreme court was very brief this forefrom Alamogordo where he met
noon, only long enough to convene,
Postmaster General Frank H. Hitcn-cock- ,
to swear in Fred McDonald of Clovla
who is on hl way to (he Navajo
as an attorney of Uhe court, and to
the
Indian reservation to witness
adjourn.
Mokl Snake dance, and after visiting
New Bonding Company.
poiuu in Arizona, will spend several
The American Bonding Company of
days In New Mexico. Mr. Hitchcock
Baltimore has made application to
looks hale and hearty, his recent trip
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
to Europe having benefited him very
Chaves to do a burglary Insurance
much. At Albuquerque he was also
business.
met by James T. William of the Tuc
Educational Association.
son Citizen, Chairman games of the
of the
The executive committee
Republican central committee of ArtNew Mexico Educational Association
Bona, and former Chairman Hoval P.
announces that the annual convention
Smith, who accompanied him to Ari
will be held this year at East Las
zona. The Arizona Republican leadVegas from December 27 to 29. The
ers declared confidently that the con
Professor
committee
has selected
stitutional convention of Arizona will
John H. Wagner of Las Cruces a)
be controlled by the Republicans and
vice president of the association. Suthat a safe and sane constitution will
perintendent of Public Instruction J.
be adopted. Governor Mills met quite
E. Clark is the president.
a number of Bernalillo county busiGood Roads In Otero County.
nessmen and others during his brief
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
stay and expresses himself as satis
livan
has returned from Otero county
fied with the political situation as a
where he went carefully over a num
whole in tOie Territory.
He travber of good roads project
More Assessment Returni.
ersed the proposed route of a new
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-road from Alamogordo to Cloudcroft
ford today received two more assessvia La Luz, Dry Canon, Fresno, Box
ment rolls, making five in all receiv boat.
But
as
the steamboats multiplied Canon and High Rolls up the middle
ed thus far. Chavea county, the tooff.
fell
Besides, this fork to Cloudcroft. "I do not care to
tal assessment of which runs up to flatboatlng
Cooley was one of the fiatboatmen make an estimate now ot the cost ot
$4,871,190; and Sandoval county $963,-75who made enougth out of his sixteen such a road," said Mr. Sullivan, "but
fiatboats to buy a small steamboat I will say this, it will be very expen
Notaries Publlo Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed the He did not acquire a fortune, but he sive to build it on account of the large
did manage to make a living, and he amount ot side hill work."
The old
following notaries public: Herbert W. followed
the bent of his nature. One road. It seems, is much more feasible
Clark, East Las Vegas; Juan Torres
the
of
him
was
about
in
can
be put
and
good shape at comstriking things
y Romero, Tome, Valencia county.
Coal Company Withdraws From Ter that his Intense love of family prompt paratively slight expense. The proed him to make his home abroad. posed road from Alamogordo to Tularitory.
The Clark Coal Company of West And though his wife presented him rosa, is s very good project and conwith ten children, five of wihom grew necting with the splendid system of
Virginia, today filed a certificate in
the office of Territorial Secretary Na- up, she spent nearly as much time on good roads built across the Mescale-rreservation by Superintendent Carthan Jaffa withdrawing from the Ter- the river as he did. When he flatboat- ed the young wife presided over the roll and connecting with the good road
ritory as it has dissolved and
its West Virginia charter. G. W. little cabin partitioned off from the that the Good Roads Commission in
Bowen of Denver, was president and freight room, cooking for the little conjunction with Lincoln and Ohaves
the directors were all Denver people. crew and nursing her babies with as counties has built down the Hondo,
much
unconcern as any mother would furnish a
splendid highway
Supreme Court.
The territorial supreme court has ashore. And when the business pros from Alamogordo to Roswell by way
and the flatboat was replaced of Tularosa, Mescalero and Lincoln.
prepared quite a number of opinions, pered,
Sullivan
Superintendent
wfliich probably will be handed down by the steamboat, still the wife and Tomorrow,
mother
followed her husband up and will leave on a lengthy trip to San
next week.
down the great river. It was but nat Juan county to examine into the irriNational Guard Resignation.
ural that as the children grew up gation and water situation there. He
Captain George B. Wickham, of Al
should fall into place In manning said that in the Sacramento and White
buquerque, of the First Regiment of they
the boat, as pilots, engineers, clerks, mountains every stream and arroyo
Infantry of the National Guard, has captains, so that when
the father re is Tunning bank full giving an intima
tendered his resignation to Adjutant tired
tie sons continued the busi tion of the vast storage possibilities in
General A. S. Brookes.
ness.
Now one of them has written that section, for most of the water
the romance of it as It is.
now runs to waste in the sands. He
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kid-nereports that the big power proposition
nerves eet weak, then these or DARING
ATTEMPT AT
on the Fresno, (half way between Alagans always fail. Don't drug tne
PIRACY IN PACIFIC OCEAN. mogordo and Cloudcroft, Is about to
Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or
be constructed.
Klrinevn. That is almnly a make-shifWood of the Steamer Buck
Measuring the Rio Grande,
Get a nrescrlotion known to Druggists Captain
Killed
and Murderer
ingham is
Hydrographer J. R Stewart and
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's RestoraSea.
Into
Wilson W. Mills went to Buckman's
Leaps
tive. The Restorative is prepared extoday to measure the flow of the Rio
pressly for these weak Inside nerves.
San Francisco,
22.
Aug.
Grande.
Meager
build
them
nerves,
these
Strengthen
details have reached uhls city of a
Rifle Team.
tab
Restorative
Dr.
with
Shoop's
up
tragedy at sea. Yesterday morning,
lets or liouid and see now quickly Captain Wood of the steamer Buck- - Today the New Mexico National
Guard rifle team arrived at Camp
help will come. Sold by The Capital ham, southbound from Seattle to San
Perry, Ohio, for the annual National
Pharmacy.
Francisco, was shot and killed In his Guard
Tomorrow and
competition.
cabin, by Fred Thomas, who then
Saturday will be spent In preliminary
BIQ PROQRAM FOR
leaped Into the sea when he realized
practice while the regular match be
MEXICAN CENTENNIAL. that his
accomplice in the engine
on Monday and ends on August
room had failed to join him in mak- gins
25.
The team is expected home on
Month of September Will Be One ing his mastery of Iflie boat complete.
29. It left Las Vegas on a
Round of Pleaiing Festivities
The story of a sensational attempt at August Pullman
and was composed of
special
and Pageants.
was
piracy
relayed by telephone via the following: Captain M. S. Murray
a
at
from
wireless
station
Eureka,
team captain; Captain E.
Mexico City. Aug. 19. The pro Table Bluff. The daring attempt to of Roswell,
team
P, Dessauer of Las Cruces,
gram of the great Mexican centennial seize the boat was made at 2:15 coach;
Captain George E. Morrison ot
of independence celebration for the o'clock, when Thomas went to Cap
Vegas, team spotter; Lieutenant
entire montlh of September contains tain Wood's cabin and summoned the Las
offso many pleasing and attractive fea- latter to the door. The details of the James Baca of Santa Fe, range
members of team: Colonel E. C.
tures that It is difficult, with the ex encounter were not learned as Wood icer;
Abbott of Santa Fe; Colonel Robert
ception of two days, September la was unable to make a statement after Smart of
Major Ludwig
and 16, the most Important, to i3ay the shooting and the murderer leap W. Ilfeld Albuquerque;
of Las Vegas; Captain Carwhat Is the most pleasing.
ed into the sea immediately. Thomas' los
Vierra of Santa Fe; Lieutenant
On September 14 there will be much accomplice was overpowered by the
Walter R. Ames, Las Cruces; Lieuto Interest and entertain, also to in- engineers and put in irons.
tenant Frank C. Bluemleln of Clovls;
struct the visitors.
Bertram H. Schwerdt-fege- r
Lieutenant
On that day there will be a civic
Dysentery is a dangerous disease
of Carlsbad; Lieutenant Clar
morn
the
o'clock
at
In
9:30
Chamberlain's ence E. Heald of
but can be cured.
parade
Albuquerque; Lieuing. This will be participated In by Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy tenant Albert E. Hayward of Las Veall classes of society in this country. has been successfully used In nine epi- gas;
Lewis N. Marsh of SanThe procession will march from the demics of dysentery. It has never ta Fe;Corporal
First Sergeant Joshua D. Pow
famous "Iron Horse," at the Junction been known to fall. It is equally valers, of Los Vegas; Corporal Harry G.
of Ave. Juarez and the Paseo de la uable for children and adults, and
Hogle, of Santa Fe; Sergeant Ralph
Reforma, through Ave. San Francisco when reduced with water and sweet- EnoB, of Santa
Fe; Color Sergeant J.
passing in front of the National Pal- ened, it is pleasant to take. Sold by H.
Private
McHughes, of Cerrlllos;
ace for review by President Porflrio all
Burt B. Dietrich of Roswell.
druggists.
Diaz and cabinet members.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Committees will place floral wreaths VALUES IN BOSTON WOOL
Governor Mills today appointed the
over urns of heroes of Independence,
MARKET HOLD FIRM. following notaries Ipubjic;
Anselmo
in the cathedral.
Gonzales of Sanchez, San Miguel
Other exercises during the day will
W.
Penn, of Red
be dedications of the reconstructed Territory Wool Sells 64 to 65 Cents county: and Reason
In the Scoured Basis But MoveRiver, Taos county.
municipal palace, and a reception and
la Small.
ment
Requisition Signed.
concert by members of the superior
Governor Mills signed a requisition
council of the federal district.
a fugitive from justice but
for
today
lo
23.
m
Values
the
Boston, Aug.
The Japanese Exhibit,
as the man is not yet under arrest.
The Japanese exhibit, which is ex- cal wool market hold firm In view of
particulars are suppressed for the
pected to attract so much attention the fact that business is quiet. The
Ihere during the centennial of inde- heaviest trading appears to be in present.
pendence celebration next month, has medium Nevada which brings 60 cents HOUSES DAMAGED IN ALreached the port of Manzanlllo, on the on the scoured basis, while some
GIERS BY EARTHQUAKE.
west coast, and will arrive here with- Montana has changed hands nt 23
to 21 in the grease. Territory sells
Algiers, Aug. 20. A shock of earth
in a few days.
The crystal palace has been dlsoc-cuple- d 64 to 65, but (lie movement Is small. quake today was felt at Aumale, 55
Pulled wool Is dull, but there is some miles southeast
of here.
Several
and Is now ready for the
house were damaged.
of the exhibit, which is said call for the foreign product.
to be a good one.
Several months aso business men
Every woman's hoart thrills at the
in Japan decided that an oxhibit at
cooing and pratUing of a baby, and
the Mexican centennial celebration
motherhood is her highest and ptirost
would be a good thing, so tJiey arJoy. Yet the Buttering incident to
ranged to seud a large and elaborate
this great consummation of her life's
one to this capital.
desire, robs the anticipation of soma
It Is believed that the Japanese" ex(
of Its sweetness. Most of this can
hibit will be one of the largest that
be avoided by the use of Mother's
visitors to the celebration will enjoy. Friend. This groat remedy prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and its use makes her comfortable during all the term. Mother's
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, it
HOKE 8MITH AND GOVERNOR
the
the breasts in good condition, and brings the
BROWN ARE CLINCHING AGAIN strengthens the ligaments, keeps
woman to
crisis la healthful physical condition. The regular use of
M.
23.
lcsBons
Ga.,
Aug.
the pain
Atlanta,
Mother's Friend
Joseph
Brown, governor of Georgia, and for- when baby comes, and assures a
mer Governor Hoke Smith, political quick and natural recovery for the
For Bale at drug stores.
rivals and personal enemies, matched mother.
Write for free book for expectant
forces today, for the second time in mothers.
the Democratic primaries for the gubEEADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
ernatorial nomination. Little Interest
Atlanta, Ga.
lo shown for the other state officers.
Ing

rail

MG

The Santa Fe Bystem hag created a
The harmony aud enthusiasm that
every Republican leader, big and lit undue proportion. It Is well there, lions It la only because they neglect
Two opinions of considerable imand
Department,"
tle, was working for statehood, but the fore, to observe at least ordinary pre- - them.
has
portance were handed down by the prevailed at the Republican county "Publicity
election proved a great surprise and cautions during a thunder storm. No j "After discussing and rejecting the territorial supreme court today. One convention In this city this afternoon, placed General Freight Agent J. R.
sa- gave no comfort to the enemy. It was Koonts ln charge, a very good selecthe project was snowed under.
one should seek shelter under a tree ideas of nomination by petition and declares the statute prohibiting
These two conditions had to be met. while It storms. No one should sit nominations by party committee, Mr. loons within five miles of government not medicine to their liking and Demo- tion by the way, The publicity deThere was no doubt of the election of in a draft while it Is lightning. When Schurman ended by saying
The law cratic stock will be far below par to partment, will have as part of Its task,
constitutional.
sanitaria
the
of complaints from any
a full Republican ticket for delegates; out on the open prairie, one should
" ' Direct
primary nominations tor had been passed with a view of pro night. There 1b no doubt In the minds and hearing
COM.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
was
there
but
every point on the line, a stuvery serious doubt as cease riding or driving until the storm local offices are possible and even de- - tecting the Marine Sanitarium at Fort of keen observers of the trend of pub
PA NY.
to the vote on the adoption of the con is
task,
this
but
pendous
Re
in
Indeed, for the comlic opinion In this county, that the
and oth- Stanton, Lincoln county,
past, the best precaution being to , slrable In towns and villages
from Santa Fe alone would
stitution when finally submitted.
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Attor- - tho simplest form possible. That is store ot Its Democratic political boss. 1910 credits It with 465,708 inhabitants
reward for their labors."
u whnio imb matter must be re- - made at the same time to have
all, that conditions of farm life Bhould
true
lnltlatlve
and
true
referendum, Is equal to one half of the revenue a gain of 63 per cent. Detroit Is also
Octaviano A. Larrazolo stump
It Ib the rule of the people, by the
always be shaped with a view to the ferred to a general assembly or con- ney
from direct taxation ot the city of one of the most beautiful cities and
At
week.
next
nallllo county
THE RIO ARRIBA CONVENTION. welfare of the farmers' wife. He adds
for
a rep- Santa Fe. Tbe mere mention of these has
the
people,
people,
through
was
a
City
rally
The peculiar action of the Rio Arri- with true Roosevelt vigor that "the ed by members of the party ln their Silver
taught the lesson to towns even
resentative
of
form
as
government
A.
fucts should set the tax payers of this as small as gimta Fe, that it pays to
H.
ba county Republican convention, in woman who shirks her duty as houseby
Attorneys
localities. If, for example, dressed
founded by the Fathers.
to
make a city attractive.
city
pondering.
arranging for a fuBlon ticket, may nat- wife, sb mother, is a contemptible nominations for state offices were Harlee and A. N. White. It aeeins
lead-caliturally evoke some criticism, but it was creature, Just as the corresponding made by the people directly each lo-- that the Democratic party, or Its
A Democratic
leader,
high,
very
coun
The Democrats resoluted ln favor of
the
The
but
of
primaries throughout
based on a careful consideration of man is a contemptible creature.
nothing
But
In the counsels of his parly, con- would naturally have Its own era, at least, consist
-on high, to a
are proof that har- lower taxation and then resoluted to
the final result, for It Is no longer the welfare of the woman Ib even
there would be no concert torneys, most f them traveling
nued
friend recently while in ty last evening
a question of the constitutional con- more
mony and enthusiasm prevail within add Immensely to the burden of tax
A .u.
,
ha eon- - passes and using franks. There Is, Hftntn Fe. that ha Id
h
important than tlhe welfare
vention being overwhelmingly Repub- of the man; for the mother Is the real 'fusion.
perhaps, no crime, ln this, but a whole tlatlve, referendum and recall- that tho Republican ranks and that a great ation through Initiative, referendum,
Thl hi.tn,in American svstem ot t of inconsistency, and the people ne knew them to be Impractical but victory will be won for party prin- and other "Isms" that are bound to
lican, for that it will be bevnnH
Atlas, who bears aloft in her Btrong
doubt, but of the ratification of the and tender arms the destiny of the party conventions provides for delib- - have a right to say; "If we are de- - that the advocated them because the ciples and leadership on September 6. cost "oodles" of money. How that la
constitution, after It has been draft world. She deserves honor and con eiatlou, conference and concert of oolved In this by the Democratic or- - Democrats needed an Issue to attract The attempts to disrupt the party or- to be raised except through taxation,
reason have we to attention, an Issue that would divert ganization have failed and the ma Is a mystery to the public. Another
ed. Two conditions had to be met In sideratlon such as no man should re action.
It Is true that under the ma- - ganlzatlon, what
that wo will be treated fair ln the minds of the votorB from the real jority will run anywhere from 600 to proof of Democratic Impracticability
Rio Arriba county, First, the popula- ceive."
llgn Influence of an intrenched boss expect
tion Is almost entirely of Spanish depurpose and problems. "A can of 1,000 on election day, This Ib as It and Incapacity,
it may at times outrage the sentl- - olhor matters?"
scent. Over 95 per cent of the voters THE DANGER FROM LIGHTNING, ments of Individuals and localities,
dynamite Intelligently exploded," he should be, for Santa Fe has the most
The.
of
the Bald, "will get more headlines and lo gain by the drafting of a consti
conservative faction
are of that race, the newcomers being
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
The press and science have for But this evil would be reduced or
Democrats In Roosevelt county Is to editorial comment, than all the rail- tution that will be approved by Pres- Is frantically calling for Mr. Bursum
practically confined to Chama and
years sought to minimize the danger even averted It the parly members in bB
In
admired
road
trains
standing pat agnlnBt
of the country carrvlnsT all ident Taft and Congress and this to come to Albuquerque and help. Yet,
Second, the sentiment of the to human beings from lightning. Yet, thni.
waim... wmiM at.
0,,0ii
to
ho sought
force the producls of the farm and factory much has been assured by the atti- only a Bhort time ago, the Journal,
r8d111c'llB
people, for some unknown reason, has within the past three months, the tend the local primaries, make their
to market."
"I
This explains why the tude of the Democrats, that they tried to make Its readerB believe that
been ln the past opposed to statehood, New Mexican has chronicled ln New sentiments known and get delegates
nr U,lB Democrats are
down f
would not draft a fundamental
,
law Mr. Bursum Is of no consequence and
I better t0
and the previous votes ln that county Mexico alone, some twenty deaths
playing with
lfh
tl,m
!
'
the "me too" clasa
"tan to Join
that would pass muster at
should efface himself, If the Repubwere such as to cause grave doubts of from lightning stroke, the destruction would urge 'and exhort
.
every citizen clle
lican party in Bernalillo county Is not
the result, when the constitution Is of half a dozen homes by lightning of our state to attend the primaries
th!
Editor Walton, who Is also ln
in fighting trim, no one Is to. blame
In and a number of other casualties caus- of his party. This Ib the beginning
finally submitted to the people.
conservatlV6
DemocraU
of
of
Ro(weveIt, charge
the Democratic hosts, tries
The brilliant defense by the Demobut the Journal and its friends,
ln ed by the electrical discharge from and end of all party reforms, This is
1889, the county was represented
,,, yole ,Hr the nftIlWan ticket to reconcile
Tribune-Citizethe people of New Mexi- cratic
of railroad atthe convention by six Republicans, the clouds. In fifty years, an aver the point which should be constantly on
. ,,.t.at
anl(.mhor .
co to the recall, Initiative and refer- torneys makes It clear that if a railThe Democrats yesterday nominat
but when the vote was taken on the age of twenty deaths a year among emphasized. The members of a party the
who ff)r ,he tme ben(! endum, by saying that "these meas- road
attorney were to steal the family ed good men, but they are running on
constitution it was defeated by an lm- 300,000 people, would mean one death have Its destiny and doings ln their haVe plTatn
taken possession of the Demo-- , ures are seldom resorted to." Such cow of the editor of the Tribune-Citizen- ,
the wrong ticket and at the wrong
mense majority.
Four years ago, from lightning In every 300 deaths, an own hands, If others usurp their func- - Crutic
organization,
logic, ot course, is convincing,
the editor would blame tbe cow, time.
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ot me county, and of the state.
(Prolonged applause.)
Attorney A. B. Renehan was then
culled on for a speech but he said;
FORM CLUB "Oentlemen, I have come here to
learn, not to teach." Then there was
laughter, and a voice said: "You
might tell how It happened," referring
Future Republican "VV a r to
Mr, Renehan's leaving the Demo
cratic party,
Horses" Plan United
Mr. Renehan, however, anilled and
Action
remained seated. Secretary
Safford
was called on to speak a few words
from the young man's standpoint and
H. 0.
GIVES ADVICE suggested a committee name a date
for the next meeting. It was decided
Tell Young Politicians to Read to meet Thursday and Mr. Fairfield
appointed the following committee to
Paper of Their Politic
work in every ward and get out a
lurge attendance at the coming meetVictory Assured.
ing.

t

tutlon Is creditable to Captain Barlow view and Edward D. Tlttman of Hills- - Jaramlllo of El
Rlto; Jose Amado Luanu to me superintendent wno has so horo.
cero of Espanola, and Perfecto Esqulwell supported him.
hel
of Tleria Amarllla. A Joint meet
In Rio Arriba county, the
"MICHAEL J. LENIHAN,
nominated T. D, Burns, of Tlerra ing of the two party conventions was
"Captain, General Staff, Inspector.' Amarllla; Jose Amado
then
arranged, and the Democratic
Lucero, of
OUT A PEER
Venceslao Jaramllla.
The convention entered the hall, and anDemocrats named two men of the nounced that It had selected Samuel
IN NEW MEXICO'S
fildodt of Chamlta and J. H. Crist
ticket which will be a fusion affair.
New Mexico Military Institute
Tihe Republican and Democratic of Moncro, as Its two delcgntes.
POLITICAL PASTURES conventions
In Otero county have Speeches were made by Alexander
Is Rated in Class A
named the following fusion ticket for Head and J. H. Crist and the Joint
convention endorsed the full set of
The Democrats of Bernalillo county the constitutional convention: A. B. names
amidst much enthusiasm;
Fall of Three Rlversi George IS. Mof-fet- t
held
convention
their
at
today
DEPARTMENT INSPECTION
Democrat! Select Delegates.
of Oro Grande and J. L. Lawson
of Alaiuogordo.
The Santa Fe county Democratic
Judge E. A. Mann, of
Bclen Tribune announces the convention, which met yesterday afThe
and
a
made
forcible
Pleased
Army Inspector Highly
convincing
ternoon at the court house, nominated
AflflrOKa hefnro tho I.db Vncrnn Dnnnh.1 following from among whom Valencia
With Showing Made at
following delegates to the consti
" the
lican Club on Monday evening and ' C.unty w"1 c.hoose three
Roswell.
Judge N. B.
MOD. tutional convention:
CUJ.auuillUUai CUUVI UUOU:
1,
an nvatlnn ' U
t.n,l
lonel W. M, Berger, Laughlln, Francisco Delgado, Samuel
O,lomon '
at Raton last evening.
G.
Cartwrlght, of this city; Robert T.
Mirabal, Dr. J. W. Beards- ,
.
Roswell, N. M,, Aug 23. The
juirts Ml me liiuo uuiCHttieS WHO (iy John Becker and Saturnino Baca. Hynd, of Madrid, and Jose Inez Roy-baport of the inspection made at the win represent oun ivuguei county at
of Pojuaque. Hon. Arthur Sellg-maThe HemihllcRIlS of Kallrinvnl
called the convention to order
New Mexico Military Institute, April the constitutional convention will b;ty wl hoM thelr conventlon at Bor- Dr. J. M. cunnlngnam, Harry w. Kel- ,nalii:0 on
11 and 12, by Captain M. J. Lenihan
Saturday of this week. Oth-l- and Samuel G. Cartwrlght acted as
and S. B. Davis, Jr., of East Las er county conventions to be held that temporary chairman. Judge Laughlln
of the general staff, has been received
at the institute and is highly gratify Vegas,
jdny W(ii ,0 (ne Democratic and Kepub- - was selected as permanent chairman
A committee of Commercial Club Heart conventions of Socorro county; of the convention and Francisco Del
lng.
The institute Is rated as Clans A. members was today soliciting funds. the Republican conventions of Vulen-ainon- gado, secretary,
local businessmen
for the el u, San Miguel, Bernalillo and Mc-- i
The following
resolutions were
distinguished Institution," as It was
support of the Democratic ticket andKlnley counties.
rated last year.
adopted:
the
referendum.
Initiative
and
They
In Taos county on Saturday, the Re-The officer was highly pleased with
It Is the sense of this
the showing made by the Institution met with rntJier a cool response all publicans Dut the following ticket in convention of the citizens of Santa Fe
line.
the
the fleld. Manuia Martinez of county that our candidates for deleand states that the military discipline along
1b
At the primaries at Magdalena, Bo- - Taos; Squire Hartt, of Ranches de
excellently developed; that the phy
gates to the constitutional convention
corro
the
named
sical set up and general appearance
county,
Republicans
Taos; 0. C. Martinez, of Arroyo Hon- - should be men ot high character and
of the cadets at Inspection are excep- Jose y Aragon, Lorenzo Garcia, Jack ro, and William McKeon, of Taos. It ability without
regard to their past
tionally good. Iu speaking of the Fosb and Ben Beagle as delegates to Is a sure winner. The Democrats put political faith or party who believe In
members of the graduating class, who the county convention at Socorro. The up; Alexander Gusdorf, of Taos; Luis civil
liberty and popular government
were given special notice In the re- Democrats selected Luis McRae, Jus- - Martinez, of Arroyo Seco; Fernando by, and for the
people and are pledged
port, he says: "They are Intelligent, tlniano Baca, Flavio Vigil, Dr. M. Meyer, of Costilla, and Porflrlo Abreu, to the principles hereinafter set forth:
of Penasco.
neat,
young men, fond McCreary and William Bonodalle.
First. The right ot the people to
He concludes his
of military life."
At the Democratic primaries Satar-"Since there are Just nine candl- - Inaugurate legislation by petition of a
report as follows:
day in Eddy county, C. R. Brlce, of dates for election as delegates to the certain per cent of the voters and their
I was courteously received by the Carlsbad, and M. P, Skeen, of Ar- constitutional convention It has been right to demand a reference to them
superintendent of the Institute and af- - tesla, were elected delegates to the suggested that the two tickets get to- - at a general election of any legisla-
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GOVERNOR

APPOiNTMENT
Brother Edward Chosen Member Territorial Board of
Education

IB

"K'

MAKES

REPRIEVE

GRANTED

BASSBLER

Regents of the New Mexico
Museum Hold Business

,,

Meeting.
First Ward
Constante Chapman,
The young men In the Republlcnn
party In Santa Fe met at Republican Oswald Dlgneo, Vere Boyle.
The regentB of the MuReum of New
Second Ward Ben Alarld, Gllberto
aeadquartorB to form a club laBt night
Mexico held a business meeting this
and after listening to Interesting ad- Mirabel and W. A. Bayer.
In the Old Palace. Governor
forenoon
Third Ward Manuel Otero, Eddresses by the Hon. George W. Prlch-ar- d
Mills, Associate Justice John R. Mc-Fland the Hon. H. O. Bursum, chair- ward Coard and Frank Lavan.
Frank Springer, of Las Vegas;
Fourth Ward Edward Safford, Wil
man of the territorial central commitCharles F. Lummls and Territorial
tee, and others, adjourned to meet liam Salazar and P. M. Llenau.
A. M.
Secretary Nathan Jaffa were In attendThursday night to effect a permanent nor MillsBergere suggested that Gover
ance. The remaining member, Dr.
be Invited to speak at the
organization,
R. W. Corbln, of Pueblo, Colo., was exCharles Fairfield was elected tem- formal organization of the club and
that Hon. T. B. Catron, Hon. H. 0.
pected to arrive this noon. Later In
porary chairman and Edward Safford,
the week, the board will leave for the
temporary secretary at last night's Bursum and others be invited, too.
A committee on permanent organiz
Rlto de los FrljoleB to view the excameeting which was attended not only
vations there.
ation was appointed
by Chairman
by young Republicans but also soma
Territorial Fund.
Fairfield, composed of the following
of the older members of the party.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
Colonel Prlchard called the meeting Franw W. Shearon, Eluterlo Ortega,
today received $340.40 from Cleofes
to order and delivered a brief address. F. McGihbon, F. Alarld and F. Lavan
Romero, warden of the penitentiary,,
He said in substance:
"It la gratify
to be credited to the convicts' earning to me to Bee the young men of BEGGED HIS FRIENDS TO
ings fund.
END HI8 SUFFERING,
this city forming a club to carry out
Notaries Public Appointed.
Republican principles of government.
Governor Mills appointed the follow.
There is every reason in the world Held for Eipjht Hours In a Torment
Ing notaries public: Herbert W. Clark,
of Hell, Fireman Frank Good
why a young man today should sup
East Las Vegas, and Juan Torres y
Faced Death.
port the old Republican party and opRomero, of Tome, Valencia county .
pose the Democratic party. There has
Incorporations.
been no measura advocated by the ReOwing to various accounts that
Incorporation papers were filed to
publican party for the benefit of man- have been circulated of the Bad acciday by The Folsom Trading Con.pany,
kind that had not met the opposition dent that befell Fireman Frank Good,
of Folsom, Union county.
The capiof the Democratic party. The Demo- of the Denver and Rio Grande railtalization Is (25,000, divided Into 2,500
cratic party has never written in forty road, in the wreck caused by a wash
shares. The Incorporators and direcyears a single law In the interest ot out Sunday a week
ago, between
tors are: James Ryan, 250 Bhares;
mankind. The Republican party Is the Santa Fe and Espanola, the New MexH. L. Ryan, 30 Bhares; Mary T. Ryan,
men
as
such
Grant
of
Lincoln,
ican publishes the following account
party
20 shares, all of Folsom.
and McKinley, all great men who from the Antonlto, Colo., Ledger:
Appointed on Territorial Board of
Blood for great questions. The other
"Last Sunday evening shortly be
Education.
party la the party ot Jefferson Davis, fore 8 o'clock train No. 425 on the
Governor Mills today appointed
who was not the founder but was one Antonlto and Santa Fe line went Into
Charles S. Panter, (Brather Edwards)
of the exponents of the party. Look at a washout with results more
president of Saint Michael's College,
horrifythe two parties carefully and compare
Santa Fe, a member of the territorever witnessed by
ing than
them and draw your deductions. The the oldest anything
ial board of education, to succeed
men on the Fourth division.
Democratic party is the party of Jack Law,
Brother Walter who has removed from
engineer, and Frank Good,
heresies and isms. Every single orthe territory.
firemen, rode the engine and the train
ganized effort against the constitution was under Frank Edminsten, conducReprieve Issued.
and organized government in this
Governor Mills, upon the recom
tor, aud P. T. Haley, brakeman. A heavy
country has been made by the Demo- rain bad made several washouts ana
mendation of Chief Justice W. H.
cratic party; every revolution against the train crew had been
Pope and District Attorney L. O. Ful- compelled to
line flag by that party. They seize any
len, today granted a reprieve to Wade
block up one bridge with ties. After
question that may strike the popular repairing thfi difficulty they
Swift, in Jail at Roswell for violating
passed ou
idea to gain an advantage against the
the
law.
pushing a gondola cer with ties ahead
But
the
Republican party.
things they ol the engine at a very low speed feel-iInsurance Company Barred.
few
will
in
a
years they
fight today
their way, as It were. Conductor
The People's Insurance Company ot
take up, endorse, embrace.
Edminsten and Brakeman Haley Bat
Philadelphia, which sought admission
"The Democratic party no longer on the front end of the tie car watch
to do business in the territory, has
been informed by Superintendent of
advocates the 16 to 1 or the owner- lng for washouts and Engineer Lavf
Insurance Jacolo Chaves, that its capship of railroads. They raised such hung half out the cab window on the
1
ital, 25,000, is not sufficient to entile
alert and watching for signals from
questions and were turned down.
hear people Bay Borne times that there the conductor.
it to do business In New Mexico, tho
Suddenly the engine
1b no difference
minimum capital requirement In this
between the Demo- and tank dropped Into a narrow arcratic and the Republican parties but royo, fifteen feet In depth, as deep as
territory being $100,000.
the Republicans Insist there is a great its width, and doubled up. When they
THE BATTALION IN COLUMNS OF. SQUADS, NEW MEICO MILITARY INSTITUTE AT ROSWELL.
Road.
Plats for Lai Vegas-Mor- a
and
difference. The Republican party has felt the shock
the conductor
The force of the territorial engiemand
to
food
neer
the
both
us
the
brakeman
law,
safety
pure
Jumped
given
today completed the plats for the
to tlon enacted by their legislative as- Las
ployers liability law, the Interstate when Eugiucer Law recovered he forded every facility for making the constitutional convention. Brlce has gether and play a game of baseball
VgaslMora road and active con- we
other
In
The sembly.
heartily structlon worlr-w- ill
words,
250 over bis opponent, Woodwell, decide which is the stronger.
commerce law, the statehood law and found himself standing at a safe dis Inspection.
begin soon.
The exercises consisted of battal- - Sween received almost the entire vote, game could be followed by a spelling favor the Initiative and the referenenabling act and many other laws In tance from the wreck uninjured he
the
as
in
force
in
on
dum,
substantially
the interest of the people. The Demo- does not remember what he did or Ion review and Inspection, battalion about 1300. There is no Republican match, the two remaining standing
MOGOLLON ROBBER SUSPECT
each side after the rest had been state of Oregon.
cratic party has given us 'lBms' and how he reached safety. Poor Frank and company drill In close and extend- ticket.
PASSES THROUGH MOGOLLON.
Second.
We declare In favor ot a
to
make
The Republicans at Roy, Mora coun- spelled down being allowed
has forty or more of them right on tap Good who was Just turning on the ed order, escort of the color, battalion
In case this did not fur provision In the constitution retaining
speeches.
to be Injected Into the new constitu lniector was caught between the parade, guard mounting, Butt's rifle ty, have spilt on account of their
Mounted Policeman John W. Collier
the formation of an advance nlclpal squabble. The bolting conven-guard- , nish enough excitement for the crowd the capital at Santa Fe.
tion for New Mexico." Colonel Prlch boiler and tank. The handle of the
on Way to Socorro With Him
Third. We favor a provision in the
establishment of an outpost, tlon named the folowlng as delegates a peanut race between the two dele- ard then concluded with a few words Injector was driven through his band
Personal Items From
constitution Itself against special legde- - to the county
convention:
Leandro'gations might be arranged." Las
of advice and said: "Remember we and held him fast and his feet were standing gun drill by the artillery
islation.
Oemlng.
sending and receiving mes- - Archuleta, Dr. M. D. Glbbs, Francisco! gas Optic.
shall soon be a state voting on a con- cuught In a mass ot coal and thus he
Fourth. We favor a provision in the
l
Deming, N. M., Aug. 24. H. A. Gal- xhe Democrats of San Miguel coun- - constitution
stitution and as we are about to step was pinned against the boiler where sages by nag uy tne signal aeiacn- Sanchez y Medina, F. H. Fester, lg-Itself Iluilutlng the right legly, of Dazey, N. D., has bought the
out Into the sunlight of Btutehood let he literally cooked as long as heat re- - ment and little drill by the hospital nnclo Maestas, J. D. Medina, Anlcetoity inave named the following fusion of the
state, aud of counties and mu desert claim of Lee O. Lester, one
Gomez, Juan A. Brnal, Arlnldad Lit-- ticket for delegates to the constitu
the young men come to the front and malnort In thn holler. Escaping steam detachment.
"The general appearance was excel- Cero, A. S. Buschkevitz, Guadalupe tional convention at Santa Fe: John nicipalities thereof, to create indebted- - mile west of Deming, aud will shortly
prepare for the duties of citizens of a also burned his body. The other men
arms In fair condition, equip- - Carcia, Frank MacDonald, Juan Na- n
Veeder. O A. I.nrrazolo. Anto ness, bonded or otherwise, and limit- begin the development of the same. A
his
lent,
coats
bead
about
tholr
Btate."
Me- nio Lucero, Upton Hays,
In
genments
Francisco j '"S 'be rate of tasatlon ot the same, to water right under tne Wamel ditch
Thomas
Proctor
and
James
condition,
clothing
varro,
good
head
from
face
and
Colonel Prlchard was warmly ap- and protected his
ex- - Grath.
neat and well fitted; set-uPlacldo Sandoval, the end that the present rate ot taxa- was transferred with the place. Mr.
y
lilvera
Baca,
to
liberate
efforts
All
thejerally
steam.
ttle
plauded as he took bis seat. Tempor
Rifles were clean, but many
sent the fol- - Chi U. WIegund, Antonio Pacheco. H. tlon be may reduced.
Gallegly will put down a big well, so
cellent.
The
futile
Republicans
were
Roy
hell
man
the
from
seliving
ary Chairman Fairfield was then
Fifth. We favor a provision In the as no to be entirely dependent upon
i
follower springs would not lowing delegates to the county con- - (1. Coors.
- magazine
fearto
his
conscious
remained
he
and
lected and he said a few words about
one uisaiuH uuum uui " venuou oi mora; cuuw miui, omu-- j The nominees on the fusion ticket constitution empowering the governor the ditch for water for Irrigation.
the activity young men should show, ful Buffering until an engine couia.iuncuun;
A thirty horse
power motor was
biocks were nicneu mm uej uiana, o. u. Harper, viaai u. mar- - In Dona Ana county are N. C. Fren- - to veto any part, or parts, of approwas
which
openea.
Many
Antonlto
him
from
reach
disadmitting at the same time his
The lnrantry drlllB tlnez, C. E. Munsey, O. H. Kerns, J. ger, J. F. Bonham, E. E. Van Patten priation bills and to approve the resi- substituted for the twenty horse powa few chipped.
was
A
hours.
physician
about
eight
"Osier
belief In the
theory"
due, subject to the right of the legis- er motor at the Young plant when it
and ceremonies were in general excel- L. Swain, Clem Williams, Vicente and W, C. Reynolds
s
vote of each was found that the smaller motor was
that a man has passed his prime when on the train and another soon arrived
lature by a
Rio Arriba County Convention,
ad lent. The advance guard, outpost, and Gomez, Charles Kidd, William Hill, T.
and
although
they
from
Espanola
fortieth
his
year,
has
he
to pass the same over said veto, not of sufficient strength to handle
passed
house
were
Butt's
B.
S.
convention
In
Wood
The
attack
good.
F.
enJ.
Roy
county
Brown,
company
Republican
Cress,
chloroform to
sufficient
ministered
Sixth. We favor a clause in the the water. With the big motor, the
Charles Catron arose and suggestexcellent. and R. A. Pendleton. The Democrats of Rio Arriba county was held on
his life the drug had no effect. rifle drill, to music, was
ed that the effecting of a permanent danger
Ama- constitution Hmlnltlng the hours of la- well tested one thousand gallons of
week
of
to
Tlerra
drill
at
last
the
The
artillery
Saturday
by
the
following
to
named
delegation
standing
gun
friends
He repeatedly begged his
on all pubwater per minute, and a long enough
The hos- their convention:
organization of the club be deferred
J. R. Melton, B. F. rllla. meeting In tho new hall erect- bor to eight hours per day
He finally came to detachment was excellent.
until later In the week and have Gov- end his suffering.
and re- Ivey, V. W. Sturgls, Louis Branch and ed by Hon. T. D. Burns. The follow- lic work for the state and subordinate run was made to demonstrate that the
litter
drill
detachment
not
pospital
could
ernor Mills, Mr. Bursum and others realize that he probably
well Is permanently of that capacity.
ing officers were elected and made political divisions thereof.
called Conductor moval of wounded without litters was Adolfo Montoya.
Seventh. We favor a provision In
address the meeting. Former Mayor sibly survive and
J. A. Hickman, manager of the Blck- permanent; President, B. C. Hernan
The signal detachment
to his excellent.
as
advised
he
whom
Edminsten
" """
"
B.
Sena voiced the same view ana said
vice presidents, L.
Prince the constitution prohibiting the pass- ford ranch up the Mimbres, fell from
satis,
.
,
mes- sent and received messages
with
and
bank
charged
deposit
the legislature of a wagon and broke two ribs. He is
that a good many young men had not
and factorily. Students are well Instruct Interesting. coincidences. The oldest and M. Sanchez; secretaries, Miguel age of any law by
relatives
read the call for the meeting as they sages to his parents,
Gonzales and J. M. C. Chaves, Jr. All the state disfranchising any citizen on In Deming now for treatment.
Mius Hazel Rid- ed in the nomenclature of the rifle.
his
friends
and
fiance,
irecincts In the county except account of nationality, race, religion,
R. C. Ely went to Albuquerque last
had not read the newspapers,
Wali scaling by a detachment of
candidates In the county before thelfour were
dle, daughter of Engineer G. A. Rid
A committee property or education.
represented.
night on business.
Mr. Bursum'a Advice.
students was excellent.
ore ou uiu
wuie
r
iioimiiauuus
dle, He advised that he desired to be
T
wns
hv
in
Hums
h,.i,,lurf
flt,u
Frank Coon, cashier of the First NaEighth. We favor a provision
Chairman Bursum was then called
"There Ib no regular guard main- Democratic ticket. The mayor of
burled by the Masons and then plead-appointed to confer with the Demo- the constitution for the arbitration of tional bank of Lordsburg, passed
Is held
on for a speech and he gave a good ed
Clovls is on the Republican ticket the cratic convention, as to a
his end might be hurried with tained daily. Guard mounting
tickthat
labor.
and
joint
disputes between capital
through here last night en route from
one In his unassuming manner. Mr.
chloroform. Soon after the arrival of weekly on Saturday.
mayor of Texlco on the Democratic et, and a recess was taken until afterNinth. We favor a provision in the Sliver City to El Paso on a business
Bursum said: "It has been suggest"I inspected the quarters, mess hall ticket. One candidate Is a college noon to allow a full conference. On constitution
the engine from Antonlto the unfor
enactment
the
requiring
trip.
ed to me by one of your members tunate man was released and started and kitchen. Students are quartered nian, and one Is a soldier. None of
the committee reports of an adequate employer's liability law
Mr, H. T. Dugger, recently night
that In view of the statement of Mr. toward this place In a coach. A rock in B fine new three story brick them are wealthy, yet none of them rea88omhllng,
that an arrangement fliad been pro which will ensure compensation to an
for the Santa Fe at Deming,
operator
Sena that some of the young men did slide on Embudo hill delayed the re-- , barrack, simply but suitably furnish- - are day laborers. Only one has been
posed, whereby the ticket should be injured workman for Injuries and re- has been relieved by Operator Crawnot read the call in the papers and turn several hours and Good lapsed ed. Quarters, mess hall and kitchen
in
in
earlier
two
and
made
of
four Republicans
politics
up
actively engaged
Mr. Dugger has gone
quiring the Installation of the neces- ford of Dlncon.
therefore did not turn out tonight that Into the
Democrats. Tho report was adopted.
great beyond as the train were all in excellent condition, neat years." The Clovis News.
sary safety appliances by both cor- to San Marclnl for a new assignment.
It would be a good thing for thein to
were
two
remains
and
In
to
and
the
elect
Sierra
convention
the
The
orderly.
county,
Servllleta.
laparties
of
neared
proceeded
Lew Carr returned to San Marcial
porate and individual employes
first read their paper. Then they taken to Alamosa where they were
"The general excellent condition of have united in putting up the follow- Its four delegates, as follows: T. D. bor.
last night.
would know what 1b going to happen."
the military department on this lnstl- - ing ticket: F. H, Winston of Fnlr- - Burns, of Tlerra Amarllla; Venceslao
until
the
held
and
In
the
burial
a
for
Tenth We favor provision
prepared
JI. G. Bush made a short business
Colonel Prlchard:
"Yes, and that arrival of his parents from Arkansas,
constitution abolishing the fee system trip to El Paso Saturday, returning
would mean more circulation tor the when the remains will be talien to Del
and substitution of a system of sal- Sunday.
New Mexican." (Laughter,)
Norte by special train for burial.
aries therefor, for all public officials,
Owing to the fact that many fami
Mr. Bursum ; "Doubtless that is
state, county and municipal.
"Frank Good was considered one of
lies are coming in from the mines
true, and that is what we want, More tho best young men on the Fourth di
Eleventu. We favor a provision in and ranches to send the children to
circulation Is a good, thing, not only vision. He "vas thrifty and Industhe constitution for direct primaries school, there is a scarcity ot dwellings
missionfor
also
but
for a newspaper
for the nomination of all candidates In Deming.
trious and highly respected. Within a
for
candidates
ary work. We want more workors in few weeks he would have taken Miss
for ofllce including
W. B. King left today for a visit to
am
men
I
Now
cause.
young
the
United States senators.
UnM nidilln. of Santa Fe, as his
his old home In Danville, Va.
with you in spirit. The young men wife."
Twelfth. We are opposed to the
mounted
John Collier, territorial
of the county have always been recogclause In the enau..ng act prohibiting policeman, arrived here today, having
cannot
nized as the strength of the nation and
who
office
people from holding
in custody Wllllnm Day, alleged to be
AND M'KINLEY
when asBiBtnnce of a substantial char- DONA ANA
read and write the English language, one of the robbers who held up the
COUNTIES NOMINATE.
acter was needed, the young men gave
if
our
elected,
candidates,
and pledge
Mogollon stage recently when the
It.
to use all proper means within their driver Dominguez was killed. Mr.
In their
Day
county
The Republicans
constituInto
the
to
"If the agencies of the Republican
Incorporate
was born In the vicinity of the robpower
convention at Las duces, Dona Ana
anyone
tion
a
authorizing
Institutions are to continue to grow,
provision
with the
bery and s
county, nonilniited Judge Frank W.
to hold an ofllce to which the people country around there.
we must depend on the younger genDay will be
Parker of Las Cruces, Charles
erations to carry that work forward. Miller of Anthony; Isldoro Aimljo of
may elect him in the state or any taken to Socorro Immediately where
county or municipality thereof.
We need more missionaries, workers, Las Cruces, and Mark 13. Thompson
his hearing will be had.
Thirteenth. We favor a
John Brown, of Lordsburg, la In
organlzors, for nothing Is so effec of Las CruceB, for the constitutional
supreme court to be elected with Deming today on business.
tive as organization.
convention. The Democrats nominatall
at
a minority representation
"When you work for the Republi- ed a fusion ticket upon which appear
cor the free and safe exercise of tho frantimes; and favor a
can party you aro working for a party Ntima Frenger, a Democrat of Las
porntion commission, and a
chise thereof.
that has a fifty years' record to stand Cruces; Eugene Van Fatten of Driptax commission to be elected on (Signed.)
on and you need not be ashamed of ping Springs, a Republican; and H.
an
election
tickots
at
do
N. B. LAUGH LIN,
D. Bowman of Las Cruces, a Republithat record. I tor one am glad to
held for those purposes only.
J. A. MASSIE,
anything I can to help such an organ- can.
favor
We
Fourteenth.
counlegislation
of
IIIOINIO MARTINE.Z,
The Republican.
McKinley
ization as this and I know Seorotnry
RAMON SANDOVAL,
providing for a uniform and etllclent
Shearon will help, too. I bolteve in ty have nominated Gregory Page of
tho
of
Y. PARK,
constitutional
elections,
safeguarding
E.
to
system
the
that
the
party
Gallup
the Republican party as
BUFF BRICK $60,000, BARRACKS, COMPLETED FEB., 1909, NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE.
Committee on Resolutions.
secrecy of the ballot and protection of
will look after the welfare o' he olty
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Foi ester A.
Canon.
Mrs.

Personal Mention.
sessions, and la a sister of Mrs. O. C.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 18, 1910.
M'8. 8. D. Sanders, of Denver, Is tt Watson formerly of this city, has
been amioiuted a utenoaranhnr In the
sightseer in the city.
of Clovls, is here IT. S. nntetnt. nfflnA nr. W&shinfftnn. TV
W, McDonald,
F.

C, having successfully
passed the
Ou 1USIU uuom
,'
Attorney E. Or. uavies nu reiumcu civil service examination,
Good Roads Engineer J. D. Meri- from a visit to Estancla.
M. O'Neill, the well known mining wether arriVed in the city Saturday
man ot Cerrlllos, is at me wains.
,I0m Santa Fe Drnging with him
C. M. Milburn, a Dusmeos
territorial
twelve convot (rom
Estancla, is at the Coronado hotel.
penitentiary who wlU replace an equal
H. A. Coouier of the New Mexico
umber now worUllg ou
Mogollon
Centre! was at Estancla on Tuesday. road whose term8 nave Mplrei xhe
of
Miss
Kainer,
Mrs. Kdluer nd
men were dreaseiJ , civilians' clothes
Brooklyn, are sightseers In the city. and would nH be taken bj, anjp ordi.
from
moved
has
DuVal
Mrs. H. F.
ooserver as convicts. A vehicle
the south side to 119 East Palace ave- was Jq wmng for tnem &t the depot
nue.
they leaving for the scene of opera- ..
C. C. Murray, receiver of the New tkms ghorUy
fter tnelr arrlval here
Mexico Central railway, is at the Pal-

mu

C.

Rlngland at the Grand

B. M. Thomas was at home

Tuesday afternoon and many called
at her residence on Washington ave
nue. Several ladies from the east are
uiiitlmr Mrs. Thomas, among them
Mrs. Bradley and Misa Bradley and
Miss Eliel. Mrs. Thomas will also be
at home Tuesday of next week, from
3 to 6 p. m.
on
An informal dinner was given
ot
TOiiirsdHv evenltiit at the home
.Tiidae and Mrs. John R. McFie to the
Chief Justice and Associate Justices
of the Supreme Court and their
wives.
Covers were laid for twelve.
The guests were Governor and Mrs.
Mills, rhlef Justice W. H. Pope, As
sociate Justices Parker and Abbott.
Associate Justice and Mrs. Merlieni,
Associate Justice and Mrs. Wright and
Miss Hlldred Hanson of Chicago. I ne
ijihle was beautifully decorated and
the appointments were perfect.
Harlow Hurley, only son of the
late James E. Hurley, general mana- tror nf th Santa Fe. whose suaaen
death was announced yesterday, ar
rived in Las Vegas this morning irom
Denver, coming here to Join his mother and sister, who are guests of the
At the time ne
H. W. Kelly home.
nf his father's death,
..aiv.ij
In a
the young man was participating
u
golf tournament at Denver, it
Hurnot yet been decided when the
Vegas Dally
leys will go east."-- Laa
of Raton,
Optic. Miss Maggie Bucher,
her sisIs also with Mrs. J. E. Hurley,
ter
McFie
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs.
ur. narrett tendered a reception
aveat the McFie home on Manhattan
of
nue to Mrs. Men-I- t C. Mechem
of
F..
R. Wright
o
OUluilu,
Alamogordo, who with their husbands,
Mechem and
riistires
.alalia,
Sanitarium.
Wright, are guests at the
It was a most delignuui auemoou uim
The hospitable McFie
was spent.
home was vibrant with color of many
blossoms. Five hundred was played.
nnin,, refreshments were serveu,
the following young ladies assisting:
Misses Jaffa. Laughlin, Helen Laughand
lin, Grlmshaw, Salmon, Bean,
Mamie Flick. The guests were:
Mechem, Wright Mills, Jaffa,
Walter, Arthur Seligman, Wheelon,
Renehan, Sallord, Davles, Palen,
Bishop. Rolls, Morrison, Rapp, Prince,
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A REAL TONIC

Q. Q), Q). a BLOOD PURIFIE1.

tonlo nsads also a blood purifier, for It Is th
Any system that needs
weakened and Impure condition of th circulation that Is responsible for the run
nf hna.ir.h. Wa havs nnlr to ncocuin the lmnortanc of purs, rich
blood in preserving health, to realize the dinger of a weakened or impure clrcula
Won. Deficient Mood nutriment weakens th system, and it oan not resist diseaselike a strong robust constitution. First th body has a worn out feeling, the apetlt is fickle, energy begins to flag, th digestion is bad, eto. If tba condition
serious results are sure to followtnd somell not corrected at this stag more
time s long debilitating spell of sickness Is th result. S. 8. is Nature's toniu,
mad of roots, herbs and barks. It is not a nerve stimulant, but a medicln thbt
steadily builds up every portion of th system by cleansing and enriching th
blood, and in this way supplying in Increased amount of nourishment
nsistlv powers to every portion of th body. S. 8. 8. quiets th overstrained
nerves. Improves the appetite, tones up th stomach and digestion, and thoroughly
blood
tniiche and purifies th blood. 0. 8. 8. Is a real tonlo because it is a real
s. 8. 8. contains no harmful mineral and persons of all ages can us It
purifier,
this
8.
8.
tonic
8.
for
to
sur
Be
your
results.
get
yeai
beneficial
same
with th
do not accept anything In plac of It; there Is nothing els "Just at good" at
it.
for
ft. B. ft. Tu will find, It all that is claimed
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